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1. Introduction
Since its formulation in the 1920’s quantum mechanics has become the proba-
bly most successful and thoroughly tested physical theory. The mathematical
formalism of quantum mechanics, developed as a response to the failure of the
then-existing classical theories to explain phenomena such as black body ra-
diation or the discrete spectra of atoms, is today routinely applied to predict
results of measurements with remarkable accuracy in many branches of modern
physics.
Despite the success of the theory in predicting the outcomes of experiments
and the consensus among physicists concerning how the quantum-mechanical
rules should be applied, the conceptual foundations of quantum mechanics
have been a subject of research and debate since the early days of the theory.
The non-classical phenomena of entanglement and nonlocality were what led
Einstein et al. (1935) to express their unease with the theory and consider the
quantum-mechanical description as “incomplete”.
Formally, entangled states are a direct consequence of the way quantum
mechanics describes composite systems. At the same time they are at the heart
of the struggle with quantum mechanics, as their behaviour presents a dramatic
departure from classical physics: even if the spatial components of a composite
physical system are separated and brought to locations arbitrarily far from each
other, the response of one component when subjected to a measurement may
still be aﬀected by actions performed on the other component. This sounds as
if the two parts could communicate instantaneously, but the rules of quantum
mechanics guarantee that this nonlocal “action at a distance” cannot be used
for communication. Correlations like these that do not allow for communication
are said to fulﬁl the no-signalling principle.
In 1964 Bell reassessed the argument presented in (Einstein et al., 1935). He
was able to formulate the ideas of classicality and locality in clear mathematical
assumptions, which allowed him to prove that no local classical theory can
explain the behaviour predicted by quantum mechanics (Bell, 1964). It is hard
to underrate the importance of this result, as it allows one to falsify the way
physical theories were built for ages in classical physics.
With more eﬃcient sources for entangled states becoming available, falsiﬁ-
able criteria for local classical theories, derived from Bell’s assumptions and
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expressed as inequalities (Clauser et al., 1969), could be put to experimental
tests. The ﬁrst reliable violation of the inequalities, as predicted by quan-
tum mechanics, was achieved in an experiment by Aspect et al. (1982). Since
then numerous Bell tests have been performed conﬁrming the predictions of
quantum mechanics, hence building the case for entanglement and nonlocality.
Not only were entanglement and nonlocality veriﬁed experimentally, but in
the last decades both these properties were also identiﬁed as useful resources
for information processing, giving birth to the ﬁeld of quantum information
theory. This ﬁeld studies the implications of quantum mechanics on the way
information can be stored and processed. Using quantum systems to encode
and manipulate information new information processing protocols become pos-
sible, such as eﬃcient integer factorisation (Shor, 1994) or secure quantum
cryptography (Bennett and Brassard, 1984; Ekert, 1991).
The importance of entanglement as a resource for quantum information has
driven a strong theoretical eﬀort devoted to its characterisation, detection and
quantiﬁcation (Horodecki et al., 2009). Many new mathematical tools that
resulted from the study of entanglement, such as entanglement witnesses or
entanglement measures, also ﬁnd application beyond the ﬁeld of quantum in-
formation for which they were initially developed, e.g. in condensed matter
physics (Osterloh et al., 2002) or quantum thermodynamics (Popescu et al.,
2006).
Recently, a new paradigm was introduced in the ﬁeld of quantum informa-
tion: device-independent quantum information processing (Barrett and Piro-
nio, 2005; Ac´ın et al., 2007; Pironio et al., 2010; Colbeck and Kent, 2011;
Masanes et al., 2011). There, the main goal is to achieve an information pro-
cessing task without making any assumptions about the internal working of the
devices used in the protocol. This device-independence makes such applications
appealing, both from a theoretical and practical viewpoint.
In this scenario, the objects of interest are correlated systems distributed
among several observers. Each observer can choose a classical variable as input
for his system, which produces a classical output. The system is just seen as
a black box and no assumption is made about the internal process producing
the output given the input, except that it cannot contradict quantum theory.
The observed correlations among the input-output processes of each system
are described by joint conditional probability distributions. The existence of
nonlocal quantum correlations opens the possibility for information processing
tasks with no classical counterpart.
The approach of device-independence in quantum information leads to the
identiﬁcation of nonlocality as an information resource, alternative to entan-
glement. Even though the only known way of generating nonlocal correlations
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among diﬀerent observers consists in measuring entangled quantum states, it
is a well-established fact that entanglement and nonlocality represent inequiv-
alent properties (Ac´ın et al., 2002; Methot and Scarani, 2007). Thus, given the
success of entanglement theory, it is desirable to have an analogous theory for
the resource of nonlocality.
This thesis sets out to develop such a theoretical framework for the charac-
terisation of nonlocality as a resource. As we will see, it is necessary to study
situations more general than the scenario originally considered by Bell (1964)
to gain a better understanding of the phenomenon of nonlocality. By investi-
gating scenarios of several parties distributed in network-like structures, this
thesis provides new descriptions of the resource of nonlocality. These ﬁndings
also have implications for the general characterisation of quantum correlations
and the detection of new forms of nonlocality.
Before we can address all these questions, we present the general notion of a
correlation scenario in the introductory Chapter 2 along with other fundamen-
tal concepts and deﬁnitions that will be used in the remainder of this thesis.
Our main results are contained in Chapters 3 to 6 and can be summarised as
follows.
In Chapter 3 we tackle the question of how nonlocality can be deﬁned con-
sistently in a scenario of arbitrarily many parties where collaboration among
some of them is allowed. To this end we need to identify the allowed opera-
tions for this physical situation; then nonlocality is deﬁned as the resource that
cannot be created by these operations. As it turns out, the standard deﬁnition
of multipartite nonlocality, adopted by the community so far, is inconsistent
with our operational characterisation. Therefore, we introduce a new class of
models that overcome these inconsistencies.
By using a special class of these models we show in Chapter 4 that our
ﬁndings have implications for the characterisation of the set of quantum cor-
relations. Information principles were recently proposed as a means to single
out this set from the larger set of correlations that are only constrained by
the no-signalling principle. We can show that any such principle that aims to
achieve this task must be genuinely multipartite.
We then developed a description of nonlocality in an even more generalised
scenario of several parties in Chapter 5. There, the parties are allowed to
perform not single but sequences of measurements on their systems. Charac-
terising nonlocality also in this scenario in operational terms and deﬁning local
models compatible with this deﬁnition, we show that a new form of nonlocality
can arise.
Lastly, in Chapter 6, we examine the problem of detecting the presence of
nonlocality in a multipartite scenario when one is given only partial access to
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the global system. We ﬁnd that one can verify that the total system must
display nonlocality, even though the accessible subsystems only exhibit local
correlations.
The ﬁnal Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarising the results and
placing them in a broader context. Further, some open question concerning
the presented work and future research perspectives are outlined.
4
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This chapter sets the stage. We introduce the general idea of a correlation sce-
nario that will be studied from diﬀerent perspectives in the following chapters.
We ﬁx some basic notation and provide the most important concepts, such as
quantum and nonlocal correlations, and Bell inequalities.
2.1. General notation
A measurement is the assignment of an output to a physical object by using
an instrument or device. In a situation, where several measurements are per-
formed at diﬀerent sites on the same physical system, we are interested in the
correlations between the outputs obtained by the diﬀerent measurements. It
is useful to think of the diﬀerent measurements being performed by diﬀerent
parties, where each party receives its part of the total system that is produced
by a common source.
Let us ﬁrst consider the bipartite case. The scenario is characterised by
specifying the sets of possible measurement devices, which we will also refer
to as inputs, and the corresponding outputs for the two parties A and B.
In every run of the experiment the source produces a physical system, each
party receives a part of that system, chooses a measurement to perform and
records the obtained output. After many runs of the experiment the parties
can come together and assign probabilities to the diﬀerent events using relative
frequencies, see Fig. 2.1. Mathematically, the object of interest is the joint
probability distribution for the outcomes given the measurement devices. We
will write
P (ab|xy) (2.1)
to denote such an observed joint probability of party A obtaining result a
when using device x and party B obtaining result b when using device y.
The collection of all these joint conditional probabilities will be called the
correlations of the given scenario, where we assume for simplicity that the sets
of possible outcomes and measurements are ﬁnite for both A and B.
As we want to interpret the numbers P (ab|xy) as probabilities, we have the
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Figure 2.1.: Bipartite correlation scenario. In every run of the experiment a
common source prepares a physical system and each of the two parties receives
a subsystem. The parties A and B choose their measurement settings x and
y respectively and observe the outcomes a and b. After many runs of the
experiment the parties get together and calculate the correlations, i.e. the
joint probabilities P (ab|xy) of observing the outcomes a for A and b for B
given the measurement settings x and y.
obvious conditions P (ab|xy) ≥ 0 and�
a,b
P (ab|xy) = 1 (2.2)
for all measurements x, y. Sometimes we will also be interested in the marginal
distributions of the parties. They correspond to the probabilities observed by
one party alone, i.e.
PA(a|xy) =
�
b
P (ab|xy) (2.3)
PB(b|xy) =
�
a
P (ab|xy). (2.4)
In general, a marginal distribution, say for A, may depend not only on the
measurement x chosen by A but also on the measurement choice y by B. If
this was the case, B could use this dependence to communicate a message to
A just by the local choice of his measurement setting y. Sending a message,
however, will always require some physical system travelling from B to A,
which does not correspond to the scenario we want to consider: the common
source distributes the subsystems to the parties and no communication takes
place between A and B. Thus, we further require that the correlations fulﬁl
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the no-signalling principle, i.e.�
b
P (ab|xy) independent of y�
a
P (ab|xy) independent of x.
(2.5)
In other words, no-signalling means that the objects
P (a|x) =
�
b
P (ab|xy) (2.6)
P (b|y) =
�
a
P (ab|xy) (2.7)
are well deﬁned. Note, however, that the above notation introduces some ambi-
guity, as it is not clear whether an expression like P (o|m) refers to the marginal
distribution of A or B when m is a valid label for a measurement setting and o
a possible outcome for both A and B. To avoid this ambiguity one could intro-
duce additional subscripts as in PA(a|x) to indicate that the expression refers
to the marginal distribution of A, a notation we will use in a few cases. In most
cases, however, the ambiguity will be resolved by either context or the use of
suggestive labels a, x and b, y as above. Another notational issue concerns the
sets of measurement choices and their corresponding outcomes. Throughout
this work, with a few exceptions, we will not make these sets explicit but only
implicitly assume that they are ﬁnite. The results obtained in these cases are
valid for all correlations scenarios with ﬁnite sets of measurements and outputs.
As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis studies nonlocal correlations
in scenarios that go beyond the standard bipartite case originally studied by
Bell. Let us therefore generalise the considerations we made so far to the case
of more than two parties. Thus, for the case of n parties labelled A1, . . . , An
the correlations are the collection of the joint probabilities
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) (2.8)
for the outputs a1, . . . , an given the inputs x1, . . . , xn. We assume the same
physical situation as in the bipartite case in which a common source distributes
the subsystems to the parties and no communication takes place between any
of the parties. Then the the no-signalling condition states that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n�
ai
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) is independent of xi, (2.9)
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which means that the marginal probabilities for every group of parties are well
deﬁned. One can think of such a collection of probabilities as one large device
with n slots for the inputs and n pointers indicating the output of a given
measurement. Due to the no-signalling condition, every party Ai observes the
outcome ai for the given measurement xi with the probability
PAi(ai|xi) =
�
{aj |aj �=ai}
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn), (2.10)
independent of the measurements performed by the other parties. Interpreting
the correlations as this big input-output device shared by n parties, we will
also refer to them as an n-partite nonsignalling box P .
2.2. Quantum correlations
The previous section, that deﬁnes general correlation scenarios, does not refer
to a speciﬁc way physical systems and measurements on them are described.
This section introduces a special kind of correlations, namely those that arise
in a correlation scenario if one describes physical systems and measurements
according to the formalism of quantum mechanics.
A quantum system is speciﬁed by a Hilbert space H and a linear map � :
H → H, called the state of the system; we only consider the case of ﬁnite-
dimensional Hilbert spaces, in which case H = Cd. The state is a semi-deﬁnite
positive matrix and has unit trace, i.e. � ≥ 0 and tr � = 1.
A general measurement x on the system is given by a positive-operator valued
measure (POVM), i.e. an assignment a �→ Ma|x for every outcome a of the
measurement to a semi-deﬁnite positive operator Ma|x ≥ 0 on H such that�
a
Ma|x = Id, (2.11)
where Id denotes the d-dimensional identity matrix.
The probability P (a|x) of obtaining the outcome a when using the measure-
ment device x is then given by the the Born rule
P (a|x) = tr(�Ma|x). (2.12)
The conditions on Ma|x together with the trace rule guarantee positivity and
normalisation of P (a|x). This general notion of measurements includes the
special case of a projector-valued measure, where for each measurement x the
outputs are assigned to orthogonal projectors acting on H, i.e. a �→ Ea|x,
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where Ea|x self-adjoint, Ea|xEa�|x = δaa�Ea|x and
�
aEa|x = Id. In the case of a
projector-valued measure one can deﬁne the post-measurement state, the state
the system is left in after the outcome a has been obtained when performing
the measurement x, as
�a|x =
Ea|x�Ea|x
tr(�Ea|x)
. (2.13)
When considering a system composed of n individual systems with Hilbert
spaces H1, . . . ,Hn, the total system is described by the tensor product space
H =
�
iHi and a state � : H → H. For every party i the measurement xi is
given by a POVM {M (i)ai|xi |ai} on Hi and the joint probabilities are calculated
according to
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) = tr(�M (1)a1|x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
(n)
an|xn). (2.14)
The conditions on the POVM elements imply that such correlations fulﬁl the
no-signalling principle and correlations that can be written in the above form
are called quantum correlations. Given an n-partite nonsignalling box it is in
general hard to decide whether it has a quantum representation as in Eq. (2.14).
For the case of two dichotomic projective measurements the problem was solved
by Fritz (2010); the possible undecidability of the general problem was dis-
cussed in (Wolf et al., 2011).
Navascue´s et al. (2007, 2008) introduced an inﬁnite hierarchy of conditions
that must be satisﬁed by a nonsignalling box to have a quantum representa-
tion. Given nonsignalling correlations that do not have a quantum realisation,
such correlations will be certiﬁed as non-quantum at some ﬁnite level of the
hierarchy. Another approach to characterise the set of quantum correlations
is to use concepts from information theory, a subject we will get back to in
Chapter 4.
Another aspect of quantum correlations is the type of correlations contained
in the mathematical structure of the quantum state itself. Formally, one calls
a state � acting on the composite Hilbert space H =
�
iHi entangled, if it is
not a convex sum of product states, i.e. if it cannot be written as
� =
�
i
pi�
(i)
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ �(i)n , (2.15)
where the positive pi sum to unity and �
(i)
j is a quantum state on Hj for all
i. States with a decomposition as in Eq. (2.15) are called separable. More
generally, for a partition Π = {C1, . . . , Ck} of {1, . . . , n} one calls � separable
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with respect to Π, if it can be written as
� =
�
i
pi�
(i)
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗ �(i)Ck , (2.16)
where �
(i)
Cj
is a quantum state on
�
r∈Cj Hr for all i. Finally, a state is called
k-separable if it can be written as the convex sum of states, each of which is
separable with respect to a partition of {1, . . . , n} into k groups.
Entanglement is obviously something characteristic of quantum mechanics
as it is deﬁned in terms of the mathematical structure of the theory unpresent
in classical physics. But this quantumness can also manifest itself in a general
correlation scenario as deﬁned in the previous section: as Bell (1964) showed,
local measurements on entangled quantum states can give rise to correlations
that cannot be explained by any local classical theory. The next section will
discuss this remarkable fact and make precise what is meant by a local classical
theory.
2.3. Bell’s theorem and nonlocal correlations
To say that quantum mechanics is not a classical theory is one thing, to say
that the correlations displayed by quantum systems in a correlation scenario
cannot be explained by any local classical theory is another. This far reaching
conclusion was reached in a theorem by Bell (1964).
The unease with quantum mechanics, especially concerning the existence
of entangled states, had already been expressed as early as 1935 in the now
famous papers by Einstein et al. (1935) and Schro¨dinger (1935). But it was
Bell (1964), who presented the dilemma with quantum theory in the form of
clear assumptions. These assumptions, that concern notions of classicality and
locality, allowed Bell to exclude a whole class of models as possible explanations
for quantum correlations.
To arrive at a formal deﬁnition of a local classical model let us go back to the
situation of a general correlation scenario, where, for simplicity, we consider
for now the bipartite case. There are two parties, A and B, each of them in
the possession of some measurement devices. The common source produces
physical systems and sends one part of it to A and the other part to B. To
characterise the behaviour of the source let us introduce a hidden variable λ
that takes values in some space Λ. The source is then characterised by a prob-
ability measure µ on Λ, i.e.
�
U µ(dλ) is the probability that a physical system
described by λ with λ ∈ U is produced by the source for some (measurable)
set U ⊆ Λ. This variable is to be thought of as a description of the physical
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system but is itself not observable. One can think of λ as a label attached to
the system emitted by the source or as something like the state of the emitted
system.
The assumption of locality in Bell’s theorem has a clear operational interpre-
tation: the variable λ describes the systems sent to A and B in such a way that
it is possible for each party to compute the output, or at least its probability,
for every possible measurement choice. Therefore, we get a probability func-
tion λ �→ P λA(a|x) for every possible output a and every measurement choice x
of A and a similar assignment for B. The correlations of the entire experiment
can then be computed by averaging over the variable λ with respect to the
probability measure, i.e.
P (ab|xy) =
�
Λ
µ(dλ) P λA(a|x)P λB(b|y). (2.17)
Correlations that can be decomposed in this form are said to admit a local
hidden-variable model (LHVM). Note that such models automatically fulﬁl
the no-signalling condition. Further, the assumption of locality can also be
expressed as the separability condition for the joint probabilities for a given λ:
P λ(ab|xy) = P λA(a|x)P λB(b|y). (2.18)
So, in a LHVM one assumes that the response of one party, say A, for a given
λ only depends on the choice of measurement x of that party and not on the
measurement device used by B.
This clear mathematical formulation of LHVMs allows one to falsify not
only a speciﬁc model trying to explain certain correlations, but a whole class of
theories, namely the very way theories were formulated for centuries in classical
physics.
The standard example of a correlation scenario demonstrating that there are
quantum correlations that cannot be described by a local hidden-variable model
is the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) scenario (Clauser et al., 1969). It
considers a scenario where each of two parties has two measurements with two
possible outcomes, where we will use a, b ∈ {−1, 1} and x, y ∈ {0, 1} to label
the outcomes and measurements. Consider the expectation values for a given
λ
�axby(λ)� =
�
a,b
ab P λ(ab|xy), (2.19)
then the expression
β(λ) = �a0b0(λ)�+ �a0b1(λ)�+ �a1b0(λ)� − �a1b1(λ)� (2.20)
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fulﬁls |β(λ)| ≤ 2 for all λ. Therefore, we also have |β| ≤ 2, where
β =
�
Λ
µ(dλ)β(λ) (2.21)
the expectation of β(λ). Writing β in terms of the correlators
C(x, y) =
�
a,b
ab P (ab|xy) (2.22)
|β| ≤ 2 becomes the famous CHSH inequality
|C(0, 0) + C(0, 1) + C(1, 0)− C(1, 1)| ≤ 2. (2.23)
It is possible to violate this inequality with correlations obtained from local
measurements on a quantum state. Consider the two-qubit state
|Φ� = 1√
2
(|00�+ |11�) (2.24)
and the measurements {Ma|x} for A and {Nb|y} for B, where
Ma|0 =
I2+aσz
2
, Ma|1 =
I2+aσx
2
,
Nb|0 =
I2+bσ+
2
, Nb|1 =
I2+bσ−
2
,
(2.25)
and σ± = 1√2(σz ± σx). Then, calculating P (ab|xy) = �Φ|Ma|x ⊗Nb|y |Φ� one
ﬁnds for the CHSH expression
C(0, 0) + C(0, 1) + C(1, 0)− C(1, 1) = 2
√
2. (2.26)
This shows that these quantum correlations cannot be explained by a local
hidden-variable model for the given scenario. The expression Eq. (2.23) is
the most prominent example of what is called a Bell inequality, an inequality
fulﬁlled by all correlations admitting a local hidden-variable model in a given
correlation scenario. Correlations that fulﬁl all Bell inequalities of a given
scenario are called local, whereas any correlations violating at least one Bell
inequality are called nonlocal.
The CHSH scenario is certainly the best studied correlation scenario and
Tsirelson (1983) showed that for all quantum states and measurements, i.e.
without any restriction on the dimensions of the local Hilbert spaces, the op-
timal value for the CHSH expression is given by 2
√
2. However, if one does
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not restrict the study to quantum correlations but allows for arbitrary nonsig-
nalling correlations, higher values for the CHSH expression can be obtained.
Popescu and Rohrlich (1994) showed that the following bipartite nonsignalling
box with binary inputs, x, y ∈ {0, 1} and outputs a, b ∈ {0, 1}
PPR(ab|xy) =
�
1
2 a+ b ≡ xy (mod 2)
0 otherwise
(2.27)
leads to a CHSH value of 4, the algebraic maximum of the expression. This box,
also called PR-box, is an example of an extremal nonsignalling distribution.
The bound of 2
√
2 for quantum systems and the existence of the PR-box show
that the set of classical correlations is strictly contained in the set of quantum
correlations, which, in turn, is strictly contained in the set of nonsignalling
correlations.
Now, it seems natural to ask how the concept of a local hidden-variable
model can be generalised to the case of n parties. In the discussion on quantum
states in Section 2.2 we have seen that the notion of separability of an n-partite
system is in general deﬁned with respect to some partition Π of {1, . . . , n}. The
question how one can deﬁne locality of n-partite correlations with respect to a
partition in a consistent manner will precisely be the subject of Chapter 3.
To conclude this section, let us just say that the generalisation of local
hidden-variable models to more than two parties is straightforward when con-
sidering the partition Π = {1|2|...|n}. For this case an n-partite nonsignalling
box P is said to admit a LHVM, if for a space Λ with probability measure µ
there is an assignment λ �→ P λi (ai|xi) to probability functions of the outcomes
ai given the measurement xi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) =
�
Λ
µ(dλ) P λ1 (a1|x1) . . . P λn (an|xn). (2.28)
2.4. Bell inequalities and convex geometry
In Bell’s formulation of local hidden-variable models, as in Eq. (2.28), the
response functions P λi in general only allow one to compute the probability for
the measurement outcome. A further requirement for a local classical theory
would be determinism, i.e. to demand that the response function only take
values in {0, 1}. As in turns out, however, this requirement does not lead to
stronger restrictions than those imposed by the original probabilistic LHVM: if
the correlations P admit a local hidden-variable model as in Eq. (2.28), then P
also allows for a deterministic local hidden-variable model, where the response
functions P λi take values in {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and all λ (Fine, 1982).
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In a deterministic LHVM, for λ and xi given, the function P
λ
i (ai|xi) will
attain unity for one speciﬁc outcome and vanish for all other outcomes. If one
now considers an n-partite correlation scenario, where every party can choose
from m measurements that each can give r diﬀerent outcomes, then there is a
total of nm measurements. Thus, for a given λ in a deterministic model one
can now assign to each of the nm measurements exactly one of the possible r
outcomes. We call such an assignment a deterministic strategy. In other words,
the space Λ of the hidden variable is made up of rnm pieces, where each piece
is characterised by a deterministic strategy. This permits to write Eq. (2.28)
as a sum
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) =
�
s
psP
s
1 (a1|x1) . . . P sn(an|xn), (2.29)
where the summation is over the rnm deterministic strategies assigning one of
the r outputs to every of the nm measurements and ps is the probability of
the strategy s, i.e. ps =
�
Us
µ(dλ) for the region Us of Λ corresponding to the
strategy s.
So far we have only seen one example of a Bell inequality, namely the CHSH
inequality, which corresponds to the case (n,m, r) = (2, 2, 2). If we consider
the general case of n parties with m measurements and r outcomes for each
measurement, we are dealing with mn diﬀerent measurement settings and rn
diﬀerent outcomes. Thus, we have a total of (rm)n probabilities and are con-
fronted with the problem to ﬁnd inequalities that demarcate the set of corre-
lations that can be obtained within a local hidden-variable model from those
that are not compatible with such a model. Ignoring the constraints given by
normalisation and no-signalling, one can think of the probabilities as vectors
v from a (rm)n-dimensional space. Now, the above analysis of deterministic
models tell us that every such vector can be written as the convex sum of
at most k = rnm probability vectors vs given by the deterministic strategies.
Hence, the set L of local correlations is the convex hull
L = conv {v1, . . . , vk} = {p1v1 + . . .+ pkvk|pi ≥ 0,
�
i
pi = 1} (2.30)
of the extremal points {vs}. Since the number of extremal points is ﬁnite, L is
a convex polytope.
Every convex polytope can be either described by the convex hull of its
extremal points, the V-description, or as the intersection of a ﬁnite number of
half-spaces, the H-description. In general, the deﬁnition as the intersection of
half-spaces does not imply that the corresponding set is bounded. The set L of
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local correlations, however, is bounded and the inequalities that describe the
half-spaces of its H-description are the Bell inequalities for the given correlation
scenario. Thus, the problem of ﬁnding the Bell inequalities for a given scenario
is equivalent to ﬁnding the H-description of the convex polytope L given its
V-description, i.e. given Eq. (2.30) ﬁnd vectors β1, . . . , βl such that
L = {v|βi · v ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , l}. (2.31)
So we know that there is a ﬁnite number of Bell inequalities for every correla-
tion scenario, but ﬁnding a complete description of the local polytope in terms
of inequalities for a general scenario is computationally hard (Pitowsky, 1989;
Werner and Wolf, 2001) and a general solution is unlikely to exist. Therefore,
in practice one either restricts the investigation to small values of (n,m, r) or
cases with additional symmetries.
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3. Operational framework for
nonlocality
Both entanglement and nonlocal correlations are not only characteristic fea-
tures of quantum theory, but they also constitute important resources for in-
formation processing. Identiﬁcation of entanglement as a resource for quantum
information processing has led to an alternative characterisation of entangle-
ment: instead of deﬁning it merely formally, as done in Section 2.2, entan-
glement can also be deﬁned as a property of composite quantum states that
cannot be created by a certain class of operations, which captures the role of
entanglement as a resource (see e.g. the review by Horodecki et al., 2009).
Within the recently introduced framework of device-independent quantum
information processing also nonlocality has been identiﬁed as a new quantum
resource for information processing (Barrett and Pironio, 2005; Ac´ın et al.,
2007; Pironio et al., 2010; Colbeck and Kent, 2011; Masanes et al., 2011).
There, the main goal is to achieve an information processing task without
making any assumptions about the internal working of the devices used in the
protocol. The device-independence of these applications makes them appealing,
from the viewpoint of both theory and implementation.
Motivated by the success of the operational approach to characterise entan-
glement and given the fact that nonlocality is known to be inequivalent to
entanglement, we set out to develop an analogous operational framework for
the resource of nonlocality.
3.1. Operational deﬁnition of entanglement
This section reviews the operational deﬁnition of entanglement to illustrate the
idea how one formulates a resource theory. The ﬁrst step when deriving such
an operational framework consists in identifying the set of relevant objects and
the set of allowed operations. The whole formalism then relies on the following
principle that has clear operational meaning: the resource under consideration
cannot be created by allowed operations. Those objects, however, that can be
created by allowed operation constitute the free objects of the resource theory.
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In the case of entanglement, the relevant objects are quantum states � of
an n-partite physical system described by the composite Hilbert space H =
H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn. The set of allowed operations is the class of local operations
and classical communication (LOCC). An operation from LOCC consists of
successive implementation of local operations Λ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Λn : H → H, where
each Λi : Hi → Hi is a completely positive map, and communication of the
corresponding results among the diﬀerent parties. Entanglement of a quantum
state is then deﬁned as the resource that cannot be created by LOCC. Thus,
the free resource in entanglement theory is given by states that can be created
by LOCC alone, i.e. by states of the form
� =
�
i
pi�
(i)
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ �(i)n , (3.1)
where pi ≥ 0,
�
i pi = 1 and �
(i)
j quantum states on Hj for all i. States of the
form of Eq. (3.1) are called separable and it is easy to see that LOCC protocols
map separable states into separable states. In turn, states that cannot be
created by LOCC are entangled and require a nonlocal quantum resource for
their preparation.
The picture becomes more interesting, and more complicated, too, when con-
sidering cases where only some of the n parties share entangled states. Consider
a partition Π = {C1, . . . , Ck} of {1, . . . , n}. A state � is called separable with
respect to Π, if it can be written as
� =
�
i
pi�
(i)
C1
⊗ · · · ⊗ �(i)Ck , (3.2)
with probabilities pi and �
(i)
Cj
a quantum state on
�
r∈Cj Hr for all i. Such
states are not genuinely n-partite entangled, as they can be created by LOCC
with respect to Π, i.e. by local operations of the form Λ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Λk with
Λj :
�
r∈Cj Hr →
�
r∈Cj Hr and classical communication. In general, one calls
a state k-separable if it can be written as the convex sum of states that are
separable with respect to some partition of {1, . . . , n} into k groups.
3.2. Operational deﬁnition of nonlocality
To deﬁne nonlocality of correlations operationally, similar to the case of en-
tanglement, one needs to identify the relevant objects and the set of allowed
operations. Then, nonlocality will be deﬁned as the resource that cannot be
created using this set of allowed operations alone. The relevant objects are
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Resource Objects Free Objects Operations
Entanglement Quantum states Separable states LOCC
Nonlocality NS boxes Local correlations
Table 3.1.: Comparison of entanglement and nonlocality from an operational
point of view. The resource of entanglement is deﬁned as the property of quan-
tum states that cannot be created by local operations and classical communica-
tion (LOCC). Those states that can be created by LOCC alone, the separable
states, then constitute the free resource. To deﬁne an analogous framework for
the resource of nonlocality one must identify the allowed operations that can
be applied to nonsignalling (NS) boxes in a correlation scenario.
clearly nonsignalling boxes P characterised by the joint probability distribu-
tions P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn). In the operational deﬁnition of entanglement we
have seen that the allowed operations were given by local operations and clas-
sical communication (LOCC), see Table 3.1. What, then, is the analogue of
LOCC in the case of nonsignalling boxes?
Let us ﬁrst look at what corresponds to local operations in the case of boxes.
Assume then that the n input-output devices of a given n-partite nonsignalling
box are grouped into k groups, so that we can make sense of the term local;
of course the case k = n is a valid scenario as well. These k groups should be
thought of as k new parties, each of which may act on the devices it has access
to. Acting on such input-output devices consists of processing the classical
inputs and outputs, i.e. party j may process a given input yj to determine
the input for one of the devices of that group. The obtained output of this
ﬁrst measurement may then be used, together with the provided input yj , to
determine the next measurement choice. Proceeding like this party j will obtain
outputs for all its devices and determine its ﬁnal output from them and the
given input yj . This type of processing is commonly referred to as wirings. One
can think of the boxes held by one party being wired together in an arbitrary
order making use of the previous outputs and the provided input, see Fig. 3.1
More precisely, let y1, . . . yk denote the inputs for the wired box. The wiring
has to specify how each party j obtains the corresponding output bj using
the input-output devices it has access to. To this end, within every group,
an ordering of the devices according to which the group is going to use them
needs to be speciﬁed. Now, upon receiving yj group j can use any function
f j1 to compute the input f
j
1 (yj) for the ﬁrst device yielding an outcome a
j
1;
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f1
g
f2
b
x1 x2
a1 a2
y
Figure 3.1.: Wiring of a bipartite box to yield a monopartite box. The party
that has access to two input-output devices (small boxes on the left) deﬁnes a
new box (big rectangle on the right) by specifying the order in which the two
devices are to be used and functions f1, f2, g. If the correlations of the original
bipartite box were given by P (a1a2|x1x2), then the wired box P˜ is characterised
by the probabilities P˜ (b|y) =�a1,a2 P (a1a2|f1(y)f2(a1, y))δbg(y,a1,a2).
to determine the input for the second device a function f j2 (yj , a
j
1) is used; in
general the p-th input will be determined by f jp (yj , a
j
1, . . . , a
j
p−1), where a
j
p is
the outcome of the p-th device held by group j. Lastly, the ﬁnal output bj
of group j is computed by a function gj(yj , a
j
1, . . . , a
j
p). We will refer to these
actions of the parties, once the inputs are provided, as the measurement phase.
One can obtain this general form of a wiring by successive application of the
following simpler procedure. Consider the partition of the n parties into one
group with access to k devices and n− k groups that hold one device each. As
one can always relabel the parties, we assume without loss of generality that
the ﬁrst group holds devices 1, . . . , k of the original box. Applying this kind of
wiring on the wired box repeatedly all other groupings can be obtained. Thus,
we arrive at the following
Deﬁnition 1 (Wiring). Let P be a n-partite nonsignalling box. A wiring of
the ﬁrst k parties of P in the ordering 1, . . . , k is speciﬁed by a collection of
functions {fi}i=1,...,k and a function g. These data deﬁne a new m-partite box
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P �, where m = n− k + 1 and the conditional probabilities of P � are given by
P �(b1 . . . bm|y1 . . . ym) =�
a1...ak
s.t. g(y1,a1...ak)=b1
P (a1 . . . akb2 . . . bm|f1(y1) . . . fk(y1, a1 . . . ak−1)y2 . . . ym).
(3.3)
This procedure can be iterated on the resulting box to obtain the general form
of a wiring, where the n devices are distributed among s groups. In this case
functions like above need to be speciﬁed for each group. So, for 1 ≤ r ≤ s one
has the the functions {f ri }i=1,...,kr and gr, where kr is the number of devices
held by the r-th group.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, we do not specify the input and output alphabets
for the diﬀerent parties. Note, however, that a wiring will in general change
these alphabets. For instance, consider for ai ∈ Ai the function g(a1, . . . , ak) =
(a1, . . . , ak) in the above deﬁnition. In this case the ﬁrst output b1 of the wired
box will be an element from A1×· · ·×Ak. Also the input y1 may now be from
an alphabet diﬀerent from the alphabet X1 for the ﬁrst input of the original
box.
It is straightforward to see that wirings of nonsignalling boxes lead to non-
signalling boxes.
Proposition 3.1. If P � has been obtained from a wiring of the nonsignalling
box P , then P � is also nonsignalling.
Proof. We only have to check that
�
b1
P �(b1 . . . bm|y1 . . . ym) is independent of
y1 for wired boxes as in Eq. (3.3). So,�
b1
P �(b1 . . . bm|y1 . . . ym)
=
�
a1...ak
P (a1 . . . akb2 . . . bm|f1(y1) . . . fk(y1, a1 . . . ak−1)y2 . . . ym)
=
�
a1...ak−1
P (a1 . . . ak−1b2 . . . bm|f1(y1) . . . fk−1(y1, a1 . . . ak−2)y2 . . . ym)
= . . .
= P (b2 . . . bm|y2 . . . ym).
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Furthermore, the above deﬁnition also covers the case when several nonsig-
nalling boxes are wired to yield a new box. For, given boxes P1, . . . , Pp, the
joint box P1×· · ·×Pp is a pn-partite nonsignalling box and the above procedure
can be applied.
For the operational deﬁnition of entanglement classical communication was
allowed in addition to local operations. This is justiﬁed because one is in-
terested in a property of the state of the physical system according to the
formalism of quantum mechanics; classical communication can correlate the
locally prepared quantum systems, but only in a classical way. To create en-
tanglement a global preparation or, equivalently, the transmission of quantum
systems would be needed.
In the current scenario though, when dealing with nonsignalling boxes, clas-
sical communication can only be allowed before the inputs are known. Oth-
erwise the parties could just broadcast their respective input and then decide
what to output via classical communication, which would allow them do create
arbitrary joint probability distributions. Actually, allowing classical commu-
nication after the inputs are known renders the notions local and nonlocal
meaningless.
Communication can be permitted, however, if it takes place before the inputs
are provided. The parties can use this communication to agree on a certain
strategy, e.g. on what wirings they are going to use once they are given the
inputs. Another way to prepare the n-partite box before the inputs are provided
is possible. Any party may decide to measure one of its devices by choosing any
input for that device and announce the measurement outcome together with
instructions for the other parties. In function of this result another party may
measure one of its systems communicating the obtained outcome and further
instructions as well. We will call this procedure of using some of the input-
output devices together with classical communication the preparation phase.
Formally, these operations can be understood as post-selection, i.e. preparing
from the n-partite box P a new box P � by conditioning on a particular outcome
given some measurement choice, say, a˜j given x˜j . Formally, we have the
Deﬁnition 2 (Post-selection). Let P be an n-partite nonsignalling box. Con-
ditioning P on its j-th outcome to be a˜j given that the j-th input is x˜j deﬁnes
the post-selected (n− 1)-partite box Pa˜j |x˜j , characterised by
Pa˜j |x˜j (a1 . . . aj−1aj+1 . . . an|x1 . . . xj−1xj+1 . . . xn−1)
=
1
P (a˜j |x˜j)P (a1 . . . aj−1a˜jaj+1 . . . an|x1 . . . xj−1x˜jxj+1 . . . xn). (3.4)
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As said before, the obtained outcome can be communicated to the other
parties together with further instructions, e.g. concerning which wirings should
be used in the measurement phase. Note that in the case when the n devices are
originally distributed into k groups, where each group j holds nj devices, post-
selection by group j reduces the number of devices left for the measurement
phase. We are now in the position to deﬁne the set of allowed operations on a
nonsignalling box in a nonlocality scenario.
Deﬁnition 3 (Allowed operations). Let P be an n-partite nonsignalling box
and Π = {A1| . . . |Ak} a partition of {1, . . . , n}. An allowed operation with
respect to Π that produces a ﬁnal k-partite box Pﬁnconsists of the following:
(i) Preparation phase: All the cells Aj may perform post-selection on their
devices and communicate in several rounds among each other. At the end
of this phase they have prepared am-partite box P � distributed according
to a partition Π� = {B1| . . . |Bk}, where Bj ⊆ Aj and m ≤ n.
(ii) Measurement phase: Once the inputs y1, . . . , yk are provided to the cells
B1, . . . , Bk, every cell Bj speciﬁes a wiring for its devices deﬁning the
ﬁnal k-partite box Pﬁn according to Deﬁnition 1.
In Section 2.3 we have seen that it is straightforward to generalise the no-
tion of Bell’s locality to an n-partite nonsignalling box when considering the
partition Π = {1| . . . |n}. For completeness let us restate this characterisation
here.
Deﬁnition 4 (Fully local). An n-partite nonsignalling box is said to be fully
local, if the correlations can be decomposed as
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) =
�
λ
pλP
λ
1 (a1|x1) · · ·P λn (an|xn), (3.5)
where the P λi are conditional probability distributions and the positive weights
pλ sum to unity.
Now, similar to the case of entanglement, having identiﬁed the sets of rel-
evant objects and allowed operations, we want to characterise nonlocality of
correlations as the resource that cannot be created by allowed operations. By
virtue of Deﬁnition 4 we have a notion of nonlocality for the case of the parti-
tion Π = {1| . . . |n}. When considering a general partition of {1, . . . , n} we are
led to the following
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Deﬁnition 5 (Nonlocality of correlations). Let P be an n-partite nonsignalling
box and Π = {A1, . . . , Ak} a partition of {1, . . . , n}. P is said to be local with
respect to Π, if every k-partite nonsignalling box P �, obtained from P by allowed
operations with respect to Π, has a standard local model. Otherwise P is said
to be nonlocal with respect to Π.
Obviously, this deﬁnition of nonlocality is compatible with the standard def-
inition due to Bell, i.e. a fully local n-partite nonsignalling box is local in the
sense of Deﬁnition 5 with respect to any partition of {1, . . . , n}. In particular,
choosing the partition Π = {1| . . . |n} an n-partite box is local with respect to
Π, if and only if it has a standard local model as in Eq. (3.5).
However, similar to the case of entanglement, the situation is more involved
when considering partitions of the n parties into k < n groups. The next
section discusses what implication our deﬁnition of nonlocality has in this case.
3.3. Inconsistencies of standard local models
As already mentioned when describing the operational deﬁnition of entangle-
ment, the picture becomes richer when one considers intermediate cases where
only some of the n parties share entangled states. Thus, when characteris-
ing nonlocality of correlations operationally one must now distinguish not only
between local and nonlocal but also take into account these intermediate cases.
From an operational point of view genuine nonlocality of correlations means
that for their generation using only allowed operations all the parties must
have come together. For deﬁniteness we will consider in what follows the case
of three parties A,B,C. The question of genuine nonlocality for this case
has previously been studied by Svetlichny (1987). According to him, genuine
nonlocality can be characterised by the following
Deﬁnition 6 (Svetlichny-bilocal). A tripartite nonsignalling distribution is
called Svetlichny-bilocal, if it can be decomposed as
P (abc|xyz) =
�
λ
pAλP
λ
A(a|x)P λBC(bc|yz) +
�
λ
pBλ P
λ
B(b|y)P λAC(ac|xz)
+
�
λ
pCλ P
λ
C(c|z)P λAB(ab|xy),
(3.6)
where 0 ≤ pAλ , pBλ , pCλ and
�
λ p
A
λ +
�
λ p
B
λ +
�
λ p
C
λ = 1. Otherwise, the
correlations are called tripartite Svetlichny-nonlocal.
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The above deﬁnition can be generalised to an arbitrary number of parties;
for our purposes, however, it is suﬃcient to consider the case of three par-
ties. For deﬁniteness consider only one of the bipartitions, say A|BC, and the
corresponding decomposition
P (abc|xyz) =
�
λ
pAλP
λ
A(a|x)P λBC(bc|yz). (3.7)
It seems justiﬁed to call such correlations bilocal with respect to the given
partition, as there is a local decomposition for the case when parties B and
C are together. Consequently, any valid operation with respect to A|BC in
the sense of Deﬁnition 3 should map correlations of the form Eq. (3.7) to local
correlations. Remarkably, we will see that this is not the case. There are local
operations that can map Svetlichny-bilocal correlations to correlations that are
nonlocal. This implies that Deﬁnition 6 is not compatible with our operational
characterisation of nonlocality, as in Deﬁnition 5.
Theorem 3.2. There are a tripartite nonsignalling box P that is Svetlichny-
bilocal with respect to the partition A|BC and valid operation with respect to
A|BC that takes P to a bipartite nonlocal box P �.
Proof. We will provide an explicit example. Consider the tripartite nonsig-
nalling correlations with two inputs x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} and two outputs a, b, c ∈
{−1, 1} for each party
P (abc|xyz) = �ψ|Mxa ⊗Nyb ⊗Ozc |ψ� , (3.8)
that can be obtained by local measurements on a pure quantum state |ψ�.
Explicitly we have
M0a =
I+aσz
2
M1a =
I+aσz
2
N0b =
I+bσz
2
N1b =
I+bσz
2
O0c =
I+cσ+
2
O1c =
I+cσ−
2
,
(3.9)
where σ± = 1√
2
(σz±σx) and further |ψ� = 1√2(|000�+|111�). These correlations
admit a Svetlichny-bilocal decomposition as in Eq. (3.7), as can be conﬁrmed
by a linear program. A valid operation for the partition A|BC that can create
a nonlocal bipartite box P � can be realised by the simple wiring where C uses
as input f(b) = 1+b2 with b the output of B, i.e.
P �(ac|xy) =
�
b
P (abc|xyf(b)). (3.10)
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To see that this box is nonlocal we calculate the value of the Clause-Horne-
Shimony-Holt (CHSH) polynomial
β(P �) =
�
x,y
(−1)xyC(x, y), (3.11)
where C(x, y) =
�
a,c ac P
�(ac|xy) to ﬁnd β(P �) = 3√
2
which is greater than
the maximal value of 2 for local correlations.
Alternatively, one can use post-selection together with a wiring to obtain an
even greater value of the CHSH polynomial. Suppose that B chooses y˜ = 1
before the inputs x and z are provided and obtains the outcome b. Then, when
the inputs x and z are provided, C uses as input f(z, b) = bz + 1−b2 , which
results in the bipartite correlations
P �(ac|xz) =
�
b
P (abc|xy˜f(z, b)). (3.12)
Calculating the CHSH value of P � yields the maximal value β(P �) = 2
√
2 that
can be achieved with quantum systems.
Let us stress that the above theorem shows that the standard deﬁnition
of tripartite nonlocality according to Deﬁnition 6 is not compatible with the
operational deﬁnition of nonlocality. The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that a
valid local, i.e. local with respect to A|BC, operation can create nonlocality
from a box with a decomposition as in Eq. (3.7). Therefore, as nonlocality is
the resource that cannot be created from local operations, this decomposition
cannot be considered local in the operational sense, even though it seems to
provide a local model for the correlations.
To understand how the previous violation of a Bell inequality is possible,
it is instructive to have a closer look at the structure of Svetlichny-bilocal
decompositions. The distribution P is nonsignalling, which in the end justiﬁes
the application of a wiring as done in the proof. However, the individual terms
P λAP
λ
BC need not be nonsignalling; the distribution of the variable λ is ﬁne-
tuned to yield nonsignalling correlations when taking the average over λ. In
particular, a term as P λBC may display signalling both from B to C or vice
versa for a certain λ, i.e.�
b
P λBC(bc|yz) may depend on y, (3.13)�
c
P λBC(bc|yz) may depend on z. (3.14)
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In this case one cannot interpret λ as the hidden state that would characterise
the behaviour of the physical system, as one needs to specify, for a given λ,
both y and z to obtain the corresponding outcomes. In a hidden variable model
according to Bell, however, knowledge of λ and the input xi for the i-th party
is suﬃcient to determine the outcome of that party. Thus, a decomposition
including such terms cannot be considered the adequate physical model for a
situation where one of the parties measures ﬁrst.
Despite this physical argument against Svetlichny-bilocal decompositions,
one is tempted to think that formally applying a wiring between B and C
to every term in the decompositions should lead to a bipartite local model.
However, this is in general not the case.
Proposition 3.3. Given conditional probabilities P λ(bc|yz) with signalling
from C to B, there is a wiring from B to C such that the resulting object
is not a conditional probability distribution.
Proof. Signalling from C to B means that there are b0, y0, z1, z2 such that�
c
P λ(b0c|y0z1) �=
�
c
P λ(b0c|y0z2). (3.15)
Now deﬁne the wired object P˜ through
P˜ (c|y) =
�
b
P λ(bc|yf(b)), (3.16)
with
f(b) =
�
z2 if b = b0
z1 otherwise.
(3.17)
Next calculate�
c
P˜ (c|y0) =
�
c
P λ(b0c|y0z2) +
�
b�=b0
�
c
P λ(bc|y0z1)
�=
�
c
P λ(b0c|y0z1) +
�
b�=b0
�
c
P λ(bc|y0z1)
= 1
to conclude that P˜ is not a conditional probability.
This shows that the local decomposition of a Svetlichny-bilocal box can in
general not be used to construct a local model for the wired box. Correlations
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as in Theorem 3.2 that allow for the creation of nonlocality by local opera-
tions must therefore involve terms in their decomposition that display signal-
ling. Whether the converse is true, i.e. whether correlations for which every
Svetlichny-bilocal decomposition contains signalling terms can be mapped by
local operations to nonlocal bipartite correlations, remains an open question.
As noted before, the deﬁnition of Svetlichny-bilocal can be generalised to n-
partite nonsignalling distributions to yield notions of k-locality. For deﬁniteness
this section considered the case of three parties and bilocal decompositions,
as the aim was to show the inconsistency of such decompositions with our
operational deﬁnition of nonlocality.
3.4. Time-ordered local models
When considering n distant parties we have seen that our operational deﬁnition
leads to the standard deﬁnition of locality due to Bell as in Deﬁnition 4. In
this case the existence of a local hidden variable model for the correlations is
equivalent to their being local in the operational sense. However, the analysis
of Svetlichny-bilocal decompositions showed, that these decompositions cannot
be considered local within the current operational framework. Therefore, the
question naturally arises as to whether one can ﬁnd forms of bilocality, or more
generally, k-locality that would be consistent with the operational deﬁnition of
locality. In other words, of what form must k-local models be to capture the
notion of locality? Of particular interest will be the case of bilocality, i.e. k = 2,
as this will allow the deﬁnition of genuine nonlocality as those correlations that
are not bilocal.
The previous section also showed that the trouble with Svetlichny’s bilocal
models was the appearance of possibly two-way signalling terms in the decom-
position. These terms in general lead to the mentioned inconsistencies when
considering post-selection or wirings. From this it is clear that a possible way
to avoid such inconsistencies is to demand that a local model be a decomposi-
tion into nonsignalling distributions only. Thus, considering for simplicity the
tripartite case and only one of the partitions, one can deﬁne models of the form
P (abc|xyz) =
�
λ
pAλP
λ
A(a|x)P λBC(bc|yz), (3.18)
where P λBC is nonsignalling for all λ. One can operationally understand these
correlations as correlations obtained from collaborating parties B and C that
share nonsignalling resources, where BC is spatially separated from A. This
deﬁnition is, however, restrictive as it does not allow for signalling, i.e. com-
munication, between the collaborating parties. If one thinks of B and C as two
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individual parties that at the same time are close, i.e. not spatially separated,
it is diﬃcult to motivate why the no-signalling principle should hold for them.
How can one then incorporate signalling into local models without being led
into the inconsistencies encountered in the analysis of the Svetlichny-bilocal
decompositions? The answer we propose here consists of models that allow
for signalling among collaborating parties only in one direction, which corre-
sponds to the temporal order in which the parties measure their systems. As
we do not want to assume that the order is known in advance, we must demand
that there exists such a decomposition for every possible ordering among the
collaborating parties. This leads us to the following
Deﬁnition 7 (Time-ordered local models). Let P be an n-partite nonsignalling
box and Π = {C1, . . . , Ck} a partition of {1, . . . , n}. P is said to admit a time-
ordered local model with respect to Π, if for every collection of permutations
(σ1, . . . , σk) ∈ S|C1| × . . .× S|Ck| it can be decomposed as
P =
�
λ
pλP
λ
σ1 . . . P
λ
σk
, (3.19)
where each of the conditional probabilities P λσj is deﬁned for the rj = |Cj |
parties of the j-th cell of the partition and satisﬁes�
aσj(m+1)...aσj(rj)
P λσj (a1 . . . arj |x1 . . . xrj )
= P λσj (aσj(1) . . . aσj(m)|xσj(1) . . . xσj(m)) (3.20)
for all 1 ≤ m < rj .
If the conditional probabilities P λσi are all nonsignalling, i.e. P
λ
σi = P
λ
id for
all σi ∈ Sri and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then P is said to have a nonsignalling local
model with respect to Π.
So, for a ﬁxed partition Π, a given λ, and any ordering of the rj parties within
each cell Cj of the partition, there is a conditional probability distribution
that in general is signalling, but allows only for signalling in one direction
determined by the ordering σj . Operationally, this means that within every
cell of the partition the temporal ordering according to which the system of
that cell is measured can be chosen independently of the ordering within the
other cells.
The main result of this chapter is to show that this deﬁnition provides local
models that are compatible with our operational deﬁnition of nonlocality.
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Theorem 3.4. Time-ordered local models are compatible with the operational
deﬁnition of nonlocality. Formally, let P (i) be an n-partite nonsignalling box
with a time-ordered local model with respect to Πi = {Ci1, . . . , Ciri}, a partition
of {(i − 1)n + 1, . . . , in}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Deﬁne the product box P = P (1) ×
. . . × P (k) and the product partition Πprod =
�
iΠi. Then for any partition
Π = {C1, . . . , Cr} of {1, . . . , kn} coarser than Πprod the following holds:
(i) P is time-ordered local with respect to Π.
(ii) Any post-selection within Cj takes P to a box P
� that has a time-ordered
local model with respect to Π� = {C1, . . . , Cj−1, C �, Cj+1, . . . , Cr} with
C � ⊂ Cj.
(iii) Any wiring within Cj maps P to a box P
� that has a time-ordered local
model with respect to Π� = {C1, . . . , Cj−1, C �, Cj+1, . . . , Cr} with |C �| = 1.
The above result has a clear operational meaning. Given an arbitrary number
of boxes, where each box admits a time-ordered local model with respect to
some partition, one distributes these boxes among r parties. Each of the r
parties can hold several cells of one or several boxes, but one cell of a box
cannot be shared by two or more parties (that is the notion of a partition
coarser than the product one). Applying allowed operations, i.e. post-selection
and local wirings, the parties will end up with a box that is again time-ordered
local, see Fig. 3.2 for an example of two tripartite boxes. In particular, they
cannot create any nonlocality with respect to the partition according to which
the boxes were distributed among them, contrary to what happened in the case
of Svetlichny-bilocal decompositions.
Proof. It is clear that P is time-ordered local with respect to the product parti-
tion. Every coarser partition can be obtained by successively joining cells of the
product partition; for a cell obtained from joining Ci and Cj the correspond-
ing conditional probability P λCi∪Cj ,σ will be given by the product P
λ
Ci,σi
P λCj ,σj ,
where for a given permutation σ of the elements of Ci ∪ Cj one has to choose
the permutations σi, σj as the permutations induced on Ci and Cj by σ respec-
tively. This product clearly fulﬁls the condition Eq. (3.20) for time-ordered
local models. This shows (i).
To see (ii), consider a post-selection in the j-th cell Cj and denote the outputs
and inputs belonging to Cj as a1 . . . arj and x1 . . . xrj respectively. Let the post-
selection be on outcome ap = a˜ given the setting xp = x˜. We want to show
that the post-selected box P �a˜|x˜ can be decomposed as
P �a˜|x˜ =
�
λ
p˜λP
λ
σ1 . . . P
λ
σj−1P
�λ
τ P
λ
σj+1 . . . P
λ
σr , (3.21)
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1 2 3
654
3
4 5 6
1 2
P �
P 2
P 1
Figure 3.2.: Compatibility of time-ordered local models with the operational
deﬁnition of locality. Starting from two tripartite boxes P 1 and P 2 that have
time-ordered local models with respect to the partitions Π1 = {1, 2|3} and
Π2 = {4|5, 6}, one considers the product box P 1×P 2. This product box admits
a time-ordered local model with respect to the product partition {1, 2|3|4|5, 6}
and to any partition coarser than the product partition, as e.g. the bipartition
Π = {1, 2, 4|3, 5, 6}. If the two parties corresponding to Π now apply allowed
operations with respect to Π, they end up with the bipartite local box P �.
for arbitrary permutations σi ∈ Sri and τ ∈ Srj−1. Think of τ as a permu-
tation that permutes the elements {1, . . . , p − 1, p + 1, . . . , rj}, and deﬁne the
permutation σ ∈ Srj by
σ(i) =

p if i = 1,
τ(i− 1) if 2 ≤ i ≤ p,
τ(i) if p < i ≤ rj .
(3.22)
This permutation corresponds to the ordering that starts with p followed by
the order of the remaining indices as speciﬁed by τ . With this σ and choosing
m = 1 in Eq. (3.20) we get
P λσ (a˜|x˜) =
�
aσ(2)...aσ(rj)
P λσ (a1 . . . ap−1a˜ap+1 . . . arj |x1 . . . xp−1x˜xp+1 . . . xrj ).
(3.23)
With this we can deﬁne a time-ordered model for the post-selected box by
P �a˜|x˜ =
�
λ
p˜λP
λ
σ1 . . . P
λ
σj−1P
�λ
τ P
λ
σj+1 . . . P
λ
σr , (3.24)
where the weights are given by
p˜λ = pλ
P λσ (a˜|x˜)
P (a˜|x˜) (3.25)
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and the conditional probability for the now rj − 1 parties of the j-th cell is
given by
P �λτ (a1 . . . ap−1ap+1 . . . arj |x1 . . . xp−1xp+1 . . . xrj )
=
1
P λσ (a˜|x˜)
P λσ (a1 . . . ap−1a˜ap+1 . . . arj |x1 . . . xp−1x˜xp+1 . . . xrj ). (3.26)
Assertion (ii) now follows from the properties of P λσ .
To show (iii), consider the ﬁrst cell C1, where we assume without loss of
generality that the devices are used in the order 1, . . . , r1. Now, write t = r1
and let s = nk − t+ 1. After the wiring we have
P �(b1 . . . bs|y1 . . . ys)
=
�
a1...at
s.t. g(y1a1...at)=b1
P (a1 . . . atb2 . . . bs|f1(y1) . . . ft(y1, a1 . . . at−1)y2 . . . ys).
(3.27)
This can clearly be written as
P � =
�
λ
pλP˜
λP λσ2 . . . P
λ
σr , (3.28)
where P˜ λ is given by
P˜ λ(b1|y1) =
�
a1...at
P λid(a1 . . . at|f1(y1) . . . ft(y1, a1 . . . at−1))δb1g(y1a1...at). (3.29)
Condition Eq. (3.20) ensures that P˜ λ is a well-deﬁned conditional probability,
as �
b1
P˜ λ(b1|y1) =
�
a1...at
P λid(a1 . . . at|f1(y1) . . . ft(y1, a1 . . . at−1))
=
�
a1...at−1
P λid(a1 . . . at−1|f1(y1) . . . ft−1(y1, a1 . . . at−2))
= . . .
=
�
a1
P λid(a1|f1(y1)) = 1.
The wirings within the other cells can be treated analogously.
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As mentioned before, time-ordered local models include by deﬁnition also
non-signalling local models. Interestingly one can show that this inclusion is
in general strict.
Proposition 3.5. Let Π = {C1, . . . , Ck} be a partition of {1, . . . , n} and let
TOL and NSL denote the set of n-partite nonsignalling boxes that allow for
time-ordered local models and nonsignalling local models with respect to Π re-
spectively. Then TOL � NSL, unless k = n, in which case TOL = NSL.
Proof. Obviously, k = n means that |Ci| = 1 for all i, in which case both
the notion of time-ordered local and nonsignalling local reduce to the standard
notion of locality as in Deﬁnition 4. Let us ﬁrst show the assertion for the
case of the partition {1|2, 3}, from which the general case will follow. Now, let
P ∈ NSL, i.e. P (abc|xyz) = � pλP λA(a|x)P λBC(bc|yz) with P λBC nonsignalling
for all λ, and consider the following expression for a tripartite box
β(P ) = P (000|000) + P (110|011) + P (011|101) + P (101|110), (3.30)
know as “Guess Your Neighbour’s Input” (GYNI) (Almeida et al., 2010). With-
out loss of generality we can assume the functions P λA to be deterministic so
that we get
β(P ) ≤
�
λ
pλ

P λBC(00|00) + P λBC(11|01)
P λBC(00|00) + P λBC(01|10)
P λBC(10|11) + P λBC(11|01)
P λBC(10|11) + P λBC(01|10).
(3.31)
As P λBC is nonsignalling this expression can be bounded as follows
β(P ) ≤
�
λ
pλ

P λB(0|0) + P λB(1|0)
P λC(0|0) + P λC(1|0)
P λC(0|1) + P λC(1|1)
P λB(1|1) + P λB(0|1)
(3.32)
≤ 1. (3.33)
However, there are tripartite nonsignalling boxes from TOL that can attain
values greater than unity for the GYNI expression; in particular, Appendix A
contains a tripartite time-ordered local distribution P ∈ TOL with β(P ) = 7/6.
This shows that in the case of three parties NSL � TOL. Using this argument,
the general case now follows by considering tripartite marginal distribution of
the n-partite boxes with two parties from one cell and the third from another.
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Thus, the set of correlations admitting a nonsignalling local model NSL con-
stitutes a set of correlations compatible with our operational deﬁnition of non-
locality, but it is not the largest set with this property. Whether the set TOL
is the largest such set, on the other hand, remains an open question. Given the
clear operational deﬁnition of time-ordered local models, we conjecture this to
be the case, but a general proof is missing. Even a proof of this conjecture for
small number of parties and small input and output alphabets is diﬃcult, as
it is hard to characterise the extreme points of TOL. This has to do with the
conditional probabilities P λσi constituting a time-ordered local model; they are
themselves not extreme points of the polytope TOL due to the signalling they
display in general.
To conclude, we have introduced a novel framework for the characterization
of nonlocality which has an operational motivation and captures the role of non-
locality as a resource for device-independent quantum information processing.
In spite of its simplicity, the framework questions the current understanding
of genuine multipartite nonlocality, as the standard deﬁnition adopted by the
community is inconsistent with it. Similar conclusions are reached from another
perspective by Barrett et al. (2011).
By introducing time-ordered local models we provided an alternative where
consistency with the operational deﬁnition of nonlocality is recovered. As men-
tioned in the discussion of Svetlichny-bilocal decompositions, the main open
question is whether time-ordered local models constitute the largest set com-
patible with the allowed operations. We have seen that two-way signalling
terms in such decompositions can lead to inconsistencies, but it is not known
whether this is always the case, i.e. whether nonsignalling boxes that do not al-
low for a time-ordered local model can always be mapped by allowed operations
to nonlocal correlations. However, as time-ordered models have such a clear
operational meaning and incorporate signalling in a way that corresponds to
the physical situation considered, the author of this work conjectures that TOL
actually constitutes the largest set compatible with the operational deﬁnition
of nonlocality. In particular, this would imply that a box is genuine n-partite
nonlocal, if and only if it cannot be written as a convex sum of time-ordered
bilocal models.
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multipartite information principles
Quantum mechanics exhibits many characteristic properties that distinguish it
from classical physics. For instance, quantum states cannot be cloned, quan-
tum mechanics only predicts probabilities for measurement outcomes, and local
measurements on quantum states can give rise to correlations that are stronger
than any classical correlations. These traits are, however, not unique to quan-
tum mechanics. In the framework of generalised probabilistic theories one can
study classes of theories, including quantum mechanics as a special case, that
share these phenomena.
One approach to characterise quantum mechanics focuses on the correlations
among distant observers that are possible within the theory. Rather than re-
constructing the entire formalism of states, transformations and measurements,
one tries to identify a general principle, formulated only in terms of correla-
tions, that would allow to single out the set of quantum correlations. Recently,
information theoretic concepts have been advocated as a possibility to achieve
this task (van Dam, 2000; Clifton et al., 2003).
This chapter shows a fundamental limitation of this approach: no principle
based on bipartite information concepts is able to single out the set of quantum
correlations for an arbitrary number of parties. Our results reﬂect the intri-
cate structure of quantum correlations and imply that new and intrinsically
multipartite information concepts are needed for their full understanding.
4.1. Nonsignalling versus quantum correlations
Let us look back at the deﬁnition of nonsignalling and quantum correlations
to see why one would want to have an information principle for quantum cor-
relations in the ﬁrst place.
Nonsignalling correlations First, consider the situation in which the mea-
surements by the observers deﬁne space-like separated events, i.e. during the
process starting with the measurement choice and ending with recording the
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outcome no signal can travel to any of the other parties. Under these condi-
tions, the laws of special relativity guarantee that the statistics seen by any
subset of k observers are independent of the measurement choices of the re-
maining n− k parties.
Indeed, if this was not the case, the n − k observers could use this depen-
dence to signal to the ﬁrst k parties, even though they are not causally con-
nected. Mathematically, the impossibility of faster-than-light communication
is imposed on the conditional probabilities by requiring that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n�
aj
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) (4.1)
be independent of xj . In other words, the marginal conditional probability dis-
tributions are well deﬁned. These linear constraints deﬁne the convex polytope
of nonsignalling correlations.
A subset of the nonsignalling correlations is the set of correlations PL having
a local hidden-variable model, i.e. PL can be decomposed as
PL(a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) =
�
λ
pλP
λ
1 (a1|x1) . . . P λn (an|xn), (4.2)
where pλ ≥ 0 with
�
λ pλ = 1 and P
λ
i are conditional probability distributions
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and λ. These correlations are also called local or classical
and have a clear operational meaning: they can be established among the
observers when each of them produces locally the outcome ai using the input
xi and some pre-established classical instructions, denoted by λ. As ﬁrst shown
by Bell (1964), they satisfy some non-trivial linear constraints, known as Bell
inequalities. It can also be shown that some correlations are local if, and
only if, they are compatible with the no-signalling principle and determinism
(Valentini, 2002). Indeed, they can always be decomposed into mixtures with
the functions P λi being deterministic (Fine, 1982).
As we see, both nonsignalling and classical correlations can be deﬁned by
appealing to clear physical principles solely based on correlations. Mathe-
matically, the deﬁning conditions take the form of linear constraints on the
conditional probability distribution P .
Quantum correlations Assuming that the parties share a quantum state and
perform measurements as described by the rules of quantum mechanics, the
resulting correlations are called quantum. Formally, one assigns a (ﬁnite-
dimensional) Hilbert space Cdi to every party, yielding the total Hilbert space
of the system H =
�
iCdi . The state of the system is then a density matrix
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� acting on H, i.e. a linear map � : H → H with � � 0 and tr � = 1. For
every party i each measurement xi is described by a positive-operator valued
measure (POVM), i.e. a collection of positive operators {F iai|xi} on Cdi , where�
ai
F iai|xi = Idi (4.3)
for every xi. The observed correlations are then given by the Born rule, so that
the conditional probabilities read
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) = tr(� F 1a1|x1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Fnan|xn). (4.4)
Quantum correlations are known to lie between the set of classical and gen-
eral nonsignalling correlations as there exist quantum correlations that violate
a Bell inequality and therefore have no classical analogue (Bell, 1964), and
nonsignalling correlations that are not quantum (Popescu and Rohrlich, 1994),
i.e., they cannot be written in the form Eq. (4.4). Contrary to the deﬁnition of
nonsignalling and classical correlations, the set of quantum correlations is not
characterised in terms of general principles but is deﬁned by making explicit
reference to the mathematical structure of quantum mechanics. Thus, despite
having a clear mathematical deﬁnition as in Eq. (4.4), the set of quantum
correlations lacks a natural interpretation in terms of physical principles. As
mentioned earlier, it has been suggested that information theoretic concepts
could provide such principles for quantum correlations.
4.2. Information principles
This section makes more precise what is usually meant by an information prin-
ciple for quantum correlations. In general, one considers a correlation scenario
where several parties have access to some physical resource state and possi-
bly access to additional information resources such as classical communication.
The formulation of these scenarios often take the form of an information pro-
cessing task. Relating an information theoretic quantity of the correlations
and how well the parties can achieve the given task constitutes an information
principle.
To arrive at a principle that singles out quantum correlations within the set
of nonsignalling correlations, one would then need to show that correlations
satisfy the principle, if and only if they are quantum. Proving that quantum
correlations do fulﬁl the principle is typically the easy part of this task; it is
the only-if part that makes this problem hard. Say one found a nonsignalling
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probability distribution P known to be not quantum that fulﬁlled the principle.
Wouldn’t this prove the principle too weak to single out quantum correlations?
Not quite. It might well be that P satisﬁes the principle, but several copies
of P do not. In this case one would have to consider P as non-physical on
the grounds of the given principle, as copies of P give rise to correlations that
violate the principle. Thus, one rather needs to look at sets S of nonsignalling
boxes which have the property that the application of valid operations within
the considered scenario to an arbitrary number of members from S always
leads to correlations that satisfy the principle. Proving that a given principle
actually singles out quantum correlations, then corresponds to showing that
the largest set S that fulﬁls the principle is the set of quantum correlations.
It is diﬃcult to give a precise mathematical deﬁnition of an information prin-
ciple in general terms. Therefore, we illustrate the idea behind this approach
by presenting two prominent examples of information principles that were pro-
posed as candidates to distinguish between general nonsignalling correlations
and the actual observed physical correlations.
One of the ﬁrst to show how access to stronger than quantum correlations
leads to implausible consequences was van Dam (2000). He considered the
consequences of arbitrary nonsignalling correlations for the concept of com-
munication complexity, a notion introduced by Yao (1979) that studies the
following problem. Two parties A and B are given an n-bit string x and y re-
spectively, and the task is for one of them, say B, to compute the value f(x, y)
of a given function f with as little communication from A to B as possible.
Clearly, the task can always be achieved if A sends the entire string x, i.e. a
total of n bits, to B. Communication complexity is said to become trivial, if
this task can be achieved for any function with a constant, i.e. independent of
n, amount of communication. Van Dam (2000) showed that the parties can in
fact achieve this task for any boolean function f : {0, 1}n×{0, 1}n → {0, 1} by
communication of just one bit, if they share n copies of the PR-box
PPR(ab|xy) =
�
1
2 a+ b ≡ xy (mod 2)
0 otherwise,
(4.5)
thereby making communication complexity trivial. Thus, formulated as a prin-
ciple, one would say that the only allowed correlations in nature are those that
do not make communication complexity trivial. These results were generalised
(Brassard et al., 2006; Brunner and Skrzypczyk, 2009) to exclude not just the
extremal PR-box but further post-quantum correlations from the set of non-
signalling correlations as non-physical, as they would imply trivial communi-
cation complexity. Whether this principle can single out quantum correlations
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is, however, unknown.
The principle of information causality, introduced by Pawlowski et al. (2009),
can be understood as a generalisation of the no-signalling principle. It consid-
ers a scenario of two parties A and B sharing some physical resources; the ﬁrst
party A further holds a data set unknown to B. As a principle, information
causality states that the information B can gain of the data set using its local
resources and a classical message of m bits received by A is at most m bits. In
the case that A sends no information to B, i.e. m = 0, information causality is
just the no-signalling principle. Pawlowski et al. (2009) showed that quantum
correlations, and therefore also classical correlations, fulﬁl information causal-
ity, whereas the principle can be violated by some nonsignalling correlations.
In particular, if the data set of A consists just of two bits {a0, a1} and the two
parties share a PR-box, then a message of m = 1 bit enables B to learn any of
the two bits held by A perfectly; B cannot learn both bits, but by choosing its
local measurements B can decide which bit to know perfectly. As said, this is
impossible, both classically and within quantum mechanics. In fact, the opti-
mal strategy in this case consists of A sending one of its bits to B. Information
causality further recovers Tsirelson’s bound, the bound for the strongest cor-
relations allowed by quantum mechanics in the CHSH scenario, as correlations
stronger than Tsirelson’s bound always violate the principle (Pawlowski et al.,
2009). This shows that access to arbitrary nonsignalling correlations lead to
implausible consequences from a information-theoretic point of view. However,
this is not enough to single out the entire set of quantum correlations, as there
are also nonsignalling correlations outside the quantum set that are weaker
than Tsirelson’s bound.
Subsequent work by Allcock et al. (2009) could exclude further bipartite
correlations outside the quantum set as non-physical assuming the validity of
information causality. The authors showed that information causality recovers
parts of the boundary of the quantum set, thereby providing further evidence
that the principle might single out quantum correlations. The principle was
also successfully applied to other scenarios, such as Hardy’s nonlocality (Ahanj
et al., 2010) and macroscopic locality (Cavalcanti et al., 2010). However, the
question as to whether information causality is suﬃcient to completely charac-
terise the set of quantum correlations remains open.
As information causality is deﬁned in a bipartite scenario (Pawlowski et al.,
2009), it is not immediately clear how the principle should be applied to the
case of more than two parties. The fact, however, that the principle is a gen-
eralisation of the no-signalling principle suggests that it should be applied to
the multipartite case the same way as no-signalling is applied to this case. The
no-signalling principle for n parties is just the bipartite no-signalling principle
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applied to every bipartition of the n-partite system. Therefore, the natural
generalisation of the principle of information causality to n parties reads: an
n-partite box P fulﬁls information causality in the multipartite scenario, if P
fulﬁls information causality for every bipartition of the system. This gener-
alisation of information causality has recently been applied to the study of
extremal tripartite non-signalling correlations (Yang et al., 2012).
For the multipartite generalisation of communication complexity one can
consider k parties, where each party i holds a bit string xi of length n for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. Communication complexity is trivial in this scenario, if there is
a communication protocol with a constant C such that every party needs to
broadcast at most C bits to all other parties in order to evaluate any given
function f : {0, 1}nk → {0, 1} at (x1, . . . , xk). So, trivial multipartite commu-
nication complexity implies trivial communication complexity for every bipar-
tition of the system with communication of at most (k − 1)C bits. Hence, the
principle stating that the allowed multipartite correlations are those that do
not make multipartite communication complexity trivial can be imposed by
demanding communication complexity to be non-trivial for every bipartition
of the multipartite system.
These observations show that in many instances information principles are
essentially bipartite, as their formulation for the multipartite case consists in
the application of a bipartite principle to every bipartition. This motivates the
following
Deﬁnition 8 (Essentially bipartite principles). An information principle IP is
called essentially bipartite, if the following holds for all n-partite nonsignalling
boxes P :
P fulﬁls IP for all bipartitions of {1, . . . , n} ⇔ P fulﬁls IP (4.6)
4.3. Insuﬃciency of bipartite principles
In the following we show that any physical principle that, similarly to the no-
signalling principle, is essentially bipartite is not suﬃcient to characterise the
set of quantum correlations. We show this by ﬁnding correlations that, on
one hand, fulﬁl any information principle based on bipartite concepts and, on
the other hand, are outside the set of quantum correlations. To ensure that
our distributions are compatible with any bipartite information principle that
aims to single out quantum correlations, we will deﬁne a set of correlations
that behave classically in any bipartite sense.
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To this end we make use of the time-ordered local models deﬁned in Chap-
ter 3. We will demand the nonsignalling boxes correlations to have a time-
ordered bilocal model for all bipartitions of the system at the same time.
Deﬁnition 9 (Fully time-ordered bilocal). An n-partite nonsignalling distri-
bution P is said to admit a fully time-ordered bilocal model, if it admits a time-
ordered local model with respect to every bipartition {C1|C2} of {1, . . . , n}.
More explicitly, for all σ1 ∈ SC1 ,σ2 ∈ SC2 the box P can be decomposed as
P =
�
λ
p
C1|C2
λ P
λ
C1,σ1P
λ
C2,σ2 , (4.7)
where for i = 1, 2 the conditional probabilities P λCi,σi are deﬁned for the |Ci| =
ri parties of Ci and fulﬁl�
aσi(m+1),...,aσi(ri)
P λCi,σi(a1 . . . ari |x1 . . . xri)
= P λCi,σi(aσi(1) . . . aσi(m)|xσi(1) . . . xσi(m)) (4.8)
for all 1 ≤ m ≤ ri − 1.
In the case of only three parties it is instructive to write the above deﬁnition
more explicitly: a tripartite nonsignalling distribution P has as fully time-
ordered bilocal model, if
P (a1a2a3|x1x2x3) =
�
λ
p
i|jk
λ P
λ
i (ai|xi)P λj→k(ajak|xjxk)
=
�
λ
p
i|jk
λ P
λ
i (ai|xi, )P λj←k(ajak|xjxk)
(4.9)
for (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2), with the distributions P λj→k and P
λ
j←k
obeying the conditions�
ak
P λj→k(ajak|xjxk) = P λj→k(aj |xj), (4.10)�
aj
P λj←k(ajak|xjxk) = P λj←k(ak|xk). (4.11)
As explained in Chapter 3 the operational meaning of these models can be
understood in the following way. Consider the bipartition 1|23 for which sys-
tems 2 and 3 form one cell of the partition. In this situation, the correlations
P (a1a2a3|x1x2x3) can be simulated by a classical random variable λ distributed
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according to p
1|23
λ and shared between 1 and 23. Given λ, 1 generates its out-
put according to the distribution P λ1 (a1|x1), whereas, and depending on which
of the parties 2 and 3 measures ﬁrst, 2 and 3 use either P λ2→3(a2a3|x2x3) or
P λ2←3(a2a3|x2x3) to produce the two measurement outcomes. Likewise, any
other bipartition of systems 1, 2, 3 admits a classical simulation.
By construction, the set of tripartite fully time-ordered models is convex
and includes all tripartite probability distributions of the form of Eq. (4.2).
Furthermore, as a consequence of Theorem 3.4 from Chapter 3 we have that
all bipartite correlations that can be created by allowed operations from an
arbitrary number of boxes that are fully time-ordered bilocal are classical.
Therefore, the set of fully time-ordered bilocal correlations constitute a set
that satisﬁes every essentially bipartite information principle.
Proposition 4.1. If P1, . . . , Pk are n-partite nonsignalling boxes, each of which
admits a fully time-ordered local model, then all bipartite correlations that can
be obtained from them are local.
Proof. Just observe that the product box P1 × . . . × Pk has a time-ordered
local model with respect to any bipartition {A|B} of {1, . . . , kn}. We assume
without loss of generality that neither A nor B hold any box entirely; as the
single boxes are not correlated among each other, boxes held entirely by one
party cannot be used to create correlations with the other party. Then, as
every Pj has a time-ordered local model for every bipartition of {(j − 1)n +
1, . . . , jn}, A and B can clearly be written as A = �j Aj and B = �j Bj ,
where {Aj |Bj} is an appropriate partition of Pj . For instance, for n = 3, k = 2
and A = {1, 2, 4}, B = {3, 5, 6} one would choose {A1|B1} = {{1, 2}, {3}} and
{A2|B2} = {{4}, {5, 6}}. Theorem 3.4 then implies the assertion.
Let us now turn to the main result of this chapter which states that bipartite
information principles are not suﬃcient to single out quantum correlations
from the set of nonsignalling correlations. We want to show that the set of
fully time-ordered bilocal correlations is strictly larger than the set of quantum
correlations. To this end we restrict to the case of n = 3 parties with binary
inputs and outputs. The Bell inequality known as “Guess Your Neighbor’s
Input”
β(P ) = P (000|000) + P (110|011) + P (011|101) + P (101|110) ≤ 1 (4.12)
is not only fulﬁlled by all classical correlations but also by quantum correla-
tions (Almeida et al., 2010). That is, a violation of this inequality by some
nonsignalling distribution implies that the given distribution is outside the set
of quantum correlations.
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We have now presented all the necessary ingredients to prove our main re-
sult. To demonstrate the existence of supra-quantum correlations that are
compatible with any bipartite information principle we maximise the expres-
sion (4.12) over tripartite nonsignalling distributions that admit a fully time-
ordered bilocal model. This optimisation deﬁnes a linear program that can be
solved eﬃciently, see Appendix A. Formally we have
β� = maximise β(P )
subject to P fully time-ordered bilocal.
(4.13)
The maximization yields a value of β� = 7/6, implying the existence of tripar-
tite supra-quantum correlations admitting a fully time-ordered bilocal model.
Thus, we have the following
Theorem 4.2. No essentially bipartite information principle is suﬃcient to
single out the set of quantum correlations from the set of nonsignalling corre-
lations in the case of three or more parties.
To summarise, we have shown that for any n ≥ 3 there are n-partite non-
signalling correlations that fulﬁl the principles of information causality and
non-trivial communication complexity although they do not belong to the set
of quantum correlations.
The presented reasoning actually applies to every other principle based on
bipartite information concepts. This result provides a helpful insight for the for-
mulation of a future principle aiming at distinguishing between quantum and
supra-quantum correlations. In contrast to the no-signalling principle, such
a forthcoming principle will need to be an intrinsically multipartite concept.
Therefore, future research should be devoted to the development of information
concepts of genuinely multipartite character. This would include in particular
the question as to whether non-trivial communication complexity and infor-
mation causality can be reformulated for the case of n parties to yield truly
multipartite principles.
Interestingly, the inequality we used to certify the non-quantumness of the
found correlations, the GYNI inequality, is an example of a constraint on cor-
relations derived from the recently introduced multipartite principle of local
orthogonality. This principle can be interpreted as a multipartite generalisa-
tion of the no-signalling principle and gives better approximations on the set
of quantum correlations than any other principle known to date (Fritz et al.,
2012a,b).
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scenarios
We have seen that the study of correlation scenarios allows one to distinguish
in an operational way classical, i.e. local, correlations from nonlocal ones.
This chapter investigates the phenomenon of nonlocality in the more general
situation of sequential correlation scenarios, where distant observers perform
a sequence of measurements on their physical systems. One might be tempted
to think that such a sequence of measurements could eﬀectively be seen as a
bigger single measurement, which would reduce the investigation of sequential
correlations to the study of standard correlation scenarios and, therefore, not
allow any new conclusions. However, we will see that sequential scenarios are
in many ways richer that the ones involving only a single measurement per
party at each round.
Popescu (1995), and later Gisin (1996), showed that certain quantum states
give only rise to local correlations in scenarios with one measurement per party
in each round, but lead to nonlocal correlations when sequences of measure-
ments are performed. These results led Teufel et al. (1997) to investigate the
relation between entanglement and local models for certain quantum states in
scenarios of sequential measurements in more detail.
Motivated by this manifestation of nonlocality, named “hidden” nonlocality
by Popescu (1995), we set out to develop a general framework for the study of
nonlocal correlations that arise from sequences of measurements. As in Chap-
ter 3 our approach is operational. Thus, rather than investigating the nonlocal
properties of certain quantum states, our task is to identify the set of allowed
operations in a sequential correlation scenario so that we can deﬁne nonlocality
as a resource that cannot be created by these operations. This will lead us to a
deﬁnition of sequential nonlocality that contains as a particular case standard
nonlocality for single measurement rounds and also hidden nonlocality.
5.1. Sequential correlation scenarios
When we introduced the general notion of correlation scenarios in Chapter 2 we
assumed that for every physical system, prepared by the common source, each
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a2
y2
b2
x2 x1
a1 b1
y1
Figure 5.1.: Sequential correlation scenario in the bipartite case. In every run
of the experiment a common source prepares a physical system and each of the
two parties receives a subsystem. The parties A and B choose the settings x1
and y1 for their ﬁrst measurement respectively and observe the outcomes a1
and b1; after recording the outputs of the ﬁrst measurement the parties choose
to perform the measurements x2 and y2 yielding outcomes a2 and b2. After
many runs of the experiment the parties can get together and calculate the
correlations, i.e. the joint probabilities P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) of observing the
outcomes a1, a2, b1, b2 given the measurement settings x1, x2, y1, y2.
party would choose one measurement to perform and record the corresponding
result before the source would generate a new physical system for the next run
of the correlation experiment. The data collected in this way allowed the parties
when having come together after many runs to calculate the joint probabilities.
The current section generalises this idea to the case where the parties perform
a sequence of measurements on their part of the system in every run of the
experiment.
Let us make more precise what we mean by this type of sequential correlation
scenario by ﬁrst looking at the case of two parties. As in the previously studied
situations, a common source produces a bipartite physical system and sends one
subsystem to A and the other to B. In contrast to the situations studied before,
each party has now not only one set of possible measurement settings but one
set of possible settings for each measurement of the sequence of measurements
it is going to perform in each run of the experiment. To keep notation simple
let us start with the case of a sequence of two measurements for each party as
in Fig. 5.1, where we label the i-th measurement setting and the i-th outcome
with xi, ai and yi, bi for A and B. Then, the observed correlations are the
collection of joint probabilities
P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2). (5.1)
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Clearly, the outcome of the ﬁrst measurement cannot depend on later mea-
surement choices; but in the present scenario of sequential measurements later
outcomes may well depend on the settings and outcomes of previous measure-
ments. Therefore, the correlations P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) should not be viewed
as four-partite nonsignalling correlations, but rather as a bipartite distribution,
where no-signalling holds with respect to A versus B but where signalling from
the ﬁrst measurement of each party to the second of the same party is allowed.
Formally, the no-signalling condition between A and B means that a correla-
tion P that was obtained from a sequence of two measurements for each party
obeys �
b1,b2
P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) independent of y1, y2 (5.2)�
a1,a2
P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) independent of x1, x2, (5.3)
which guarantees that the marginal distributions for A and B
PA(a1a2|x1x2) =
�
b1,b2
P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) (5.4)
PB(b1b2|y1y2) =
�
a1,a2
P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) (5.5)
are well-deﬁned. Furthermore, as later measurements cannot inﬂuence the
outcome of previous ones, the correlations further have to fulﬁl�
a2
P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) independent of x2 (5.6)�
b2
P (a1a2b1b2|x1x2y1y2) independent of y2. (5.7)
Correlations fulﬁlling the above conditions are the objects of interest for the
study of sequential correlation scenarios. This notion can straightforwardly be
generalised to the case of longer sequences and more than two parties.
Deﬁnition 10 (Sequential correlations). For n parties A1, . . . , An, where Ai
performs a sequence of si measurements, let (a
i
j , x
i
j) denote the j-th outcome
and setting of the i-th party for 1 ≤ j ≤ si and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The correlations,
given by the collection of the joint probabilities
P (a1 . . .an|x1 . . .xn) (5.8)
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with ai = (ai1, . . . , a
i
si),x
i = (xi1, . . . , x
i
si), are said to be n-partite sequential
with respect to s = (s1, . . . , sn), if for 1 ≤ i ≤ n�
aij ,...,a
i
si
P (a1 . . .an|x1 . . .xn) is independent of (xij , . . . , xisi) (5.9)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ si.
Interpreting the pairs (ai,xi) as the overall output-input pair of party Ai,
n-partite sequential correlations as in the above deﬁnition constitute an n-
partite nonsignalling box. However, the conditional probabilities expressed in
the input-output pairs of the individual measurements {(aiji , xiji)|1 ≤ ji ≤ si}
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n need in general not fulﬁl the no-signalling principle, if seen as
the collection of the probabilities of the s variables {aiji} conditioned on the s
variables {xiji}, where s =
�
i si the total number of measurements performed
in one run of the experiment. The signalling displayed by the distribution when
expressed in the individual inputs and outputs is constrained by Eq. (5.9),
which allows signalling only among the measurements of the same party in
such a way that outcomes can depend at most on all the settings chosen by
that party so far.
Ignoring the length of the input and output alphabets for each measurement,
the correlation scenario is then characterised by the number of parties n and the
vector s = (s1, . . . , sn) specifying the length of the sequence of measurements
for each party.
5.2. Hidden nonlocality
Before we turn to the task of deﬁning the general notion of locality in a se-
quential correlation scenario, we discuss in this section a known example of how
the nonlocality of quantum states can be revealed in a sequential correlation
scenario.
The only known way to generate nonlocal correlations consists in measuring
entangled quantum states and it is known that every pure bipartite entangled
state violates some Bell inequality (Gisin, 1991). However, Werner (1989)
showed that this is not the case for mixed states; he constructed a class of
bipartite mixed states that are entangled and allow for a local hidden-variable
model. These Werner states W act on Cd ⊗ Cd and are of the form
W = p
I+F
d(d+ 1)
+ (1− p) I−F
d(d− 1) , (5.10)
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where I denotes the identity matrix on the d × d dimensional Hilbert space,
F =
�
ij |i� �j| ⊗ |j� �i| the ﬂip operator, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. For p = 1+d2d2 these
states are entangled but do not violate any standard Bell inequality. Werner
proved this by explicitly constructing a local hidden-variable model that can
reproduce the correlations of these states for arbitrary projective measurements
(Werner, 1989).
However, Popescu (1995) noted that a state as in Eq. (5.10) can give rise
to correlations that are incompatible with an explanation by local hidden-
variables if it is subjected to a sequence of measurements, thereby revealing
what he named “hidden” nonlocality. To see how this argument works, suppose
that the system is subjected to a sequence of two projective measurements
for each party. First, each party performs a measurement that corresponds
to the projection of that party’s subsystem onto a two-dimensional subspace
(or its orthogonal complement), i.e. A performs the measurement given by
the projections {P, Id−P} and B the measurement given by the projections
{Q, Id−Q}, where
P = |1��1|A + |2��2|A (5.11)
Q = |1��1|B + |2��2|B . (5.12)
Now, after recording the outcome of the ﬁrst measurements the parties choose
their measurement settings for the second round of measurements. When the
parties obtained the outcomes corresponding to the projections P and Q re-
spectively in the ﬁrst round, the post-measurement state is given by
W � =
P ⊗QWP ⊗Q
tr(P ⊗QW ) (5.13)
=
d
d+ 2
�
1
2d
I4+
��Ψ−��Ψ−��� , (5.14)
where ��Ψ−� = 1√
2
(|1� |2� − |2� |1�) (5.15)
the singlet state. If the parties now choose observables A0, A1, B0, B1 for A
and B respectively that give the maximal value of the CHSH expression for
the singlet state, they obtain the following value
β = tr(W �(A0B0 +A0B1 +A1B0 −A1B1)) =2
√
2d
d+ 2
(5.16)
that depends on the local dimension d. For d ≥ 5 we have β > 2 indicating that
in this case the observed correlations cannot be explained by a local hidden-
variable model. So, even though a local hidden-variable model can account for
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all the correlations obtained from Werner states with d ≥ 5 that result from a
single round of local projective measurements, no such model could account for
the correlations obtained when a sequence of two measurements is performed
by each party.
The example Popescu (1995) gave was concerned with a speciﬁc class of
quantum states. Clearly, those states display some sort of nonlocality but they
have a standard local hidden-variable model. Thus, the question naturally
arises how to formulate locality in sequential correlation scenarios. We are
therefore interested in deﬁning nonlocality in such scenarios operationally and
constructing local models that do not display Popescu’s “hidden” nonlocality.
Another example of hidden nonlocality was reported by Gisin (1996). He
found examples of entangled states in dimension d = 2 that do not violate the
CHSH inequalities for rounds of single measurements but do so when sequences
of generalised measurements, given by POVMs, are performed.
For the sake of simplicity let us for now focus on the case considered by
Popescu, i.e. a sequence of two measurements for each party, where the ﬁrst
measurement by each party is always the same. We will denote by x2, y2 the
measurement settings for the second measurement and by ai, bi for i = 1, 2 the
outcome of the i-th measurement of the parties A,B.
Obviously, the notion of locality in the current scenario of sequential mea-
surements should include the standard notion of locality in the sense of Bell,
that is a probability distribution fulﬁlling Eqs. (5.2), (5.3), (5.6) and (5.7)
should be able to be decomposed as
P (a1a2b1b2|x2y2) =
�
λ
pλP
λ
A(a1a2|x2)P λB(b1b2|y2). (5.17)
After the discussion of Popescu’s example it is also clear, that another necessary
condition for an appropriate deﬁnition of locality in sequential scenarios is the
absence of hidden nonlocality. Therefore, one will further require, that all
possible post-selections have a local model as well, i.e.
P (a2b2|x2y2a1b1) =
�
λ
pa1b1λ P
λ
A(a2|x2)P λB(b2|y2) (5.18)
for all values of (a1, b1) and where the weights p
a1b1
λ will in general depend on
the outputs of the ﬁrst measurement round.
Let us return to the explicit example by Popescu. Denote the ﬁrst measure-
ments of A and B by the projectors Pa1 and Qb1 ; and the second measurements
by P˜a2|x2 and Q˜b2|y2 . Then the probabilities read
P (a1a2b1b2|x2y2) = tr
�
Pa1P˜a2|x2Pa1 ⊗Qb1Q˜b2|y2Qb1W
�
. (5.19)
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Now, for Popescu’s example the projections of the ﬁrst and second mea-
surement commute for both A and B. Thus, the expression in Eq. (5.19) can
be seen as correlations arising from a single projective measurement on each
side and are therefore, due to the explicit hidden-variable model constructed
by Werner, local in the sense of Eq. (5.17). On the other hand, they do not
fulﬁl the condition of Eq. (5.18) for the probabilities post-selected on the ﬁrst
outcome of the ﬁrst measurement,
P (a2b2|x2y2, a1 = 1, b1 = 1), (5.20)
violate the CHSH inequality.
As said, the ﬁrst condition (5.17) is nothing but the standard locality con-
dition in the spirit of Bell between the two parties A and B when the pairs
(a1, a2) and (b1, b2) are seen as one output for A and B respectively. The
second condition (5.18) ensures that there is no hidden nonlocality as the cor-
relations that arise from the subsequent measurement can be simulated by a
local hidden-variable model whatever results were obtained in the ﬁrst mea-
surement round. As we will see in the following, these necessary requirements
are in general not suﬃcient to capture the notion of locality in a sequential
correlation scenario.
5.3. Operational deﬁnition of nonlocality for sequential
correlations
Popescu’s example already showed that the standard notion of locality is not
suﬃcient to capture the behaviour of correlations that can arise in a sequen-
tial correlation scenario. Motivated by Popescu’s result and our ﬁndings from
Chapter 3 we set out to give an operational deﬁnition of nonlocality when
dealing with sequences of measurements. The discussion of nonlocality as a
resource in Chapter 3 showed the importance of wirings for a consistent def-
inition of nonlocal correlations in operational terms. Therefore, when trying
to give an operational deﬁnition in the present scenario, we must ask what
kind of wirings are allowed within a sequential correlation scenario and what
properties the resulting correlations have.
As already mentioned in the remark following Deﬁnition 10, sequential cor-
relations given as the collection of joint probabilities P (a1 . . .an|x1 . . .xn) con-
stitute an n-partite nonsignalling box, when interpreting (ai|xi) as the output-
input pair of party Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. However, the no-signalling conditions do
in general not hold among all the s =
�
i si variables (a
i
ji
|xiji) corresponding to
all measurement outputs given the inputs for one run of the experiment. Thus,
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f1 f3
y2
y1
b2
g
b1
Figure 5.2.: Wiring of sequential correlations. Given the sequential cor-
relations resulting from successive measurements of one party, one can
deﬁne wired correlations by specifying functions f1, f3, g. If the origi-
nal sequential correlations were described by P (a1a2a3|x1x2x3), then the
wired correlations are characterised by the probabilities P˜ (b1b2|y1y2) =�
a1,a3
P (a1b2a3|f1(y1)y2f3(a1, y1))δb1g(y1,a1,a3). However, in the shown case the
resulting correlations P˜ are no longer sequential as the wiring makes use of
the ﬁrst and third measurement. To ensure that the resulting correlations are
again sequential a valid wiring for sequential correlations must involve strictly
successive measurements as in Deﬁnition 11.
a valid wiring for a sequential correlation scenario must respect this temporal
order of the measurements.
So, given an n-partite sequential scenario we are now interested in the wirings
one party Ai can apply among the si measurements it performs. Clearly, a
wiring can in every step only make use of the inputs and outputs of earlier mea-
surements. But if the party does not use all its measurements for the wirings
and we want the resulting correlations to be again sequential correlations, then
the causal independence relations of Eq. (5.9) impose further restrictions.
To see this, let us for simplicity consider that party Ai performs a sequence
of three measurements, i.e. we consider the probabilities PAi(a1a2a3|x1x2x3).
Now, assume the wiring makes use of the ﬁrst and the last measurement of the
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sequence as in Fig. 5.2, i.e. Ai speciﬁes functions f1, f3, g to be applied on PAi
to yield the wired correlations
P˜ (b1b2|y1y2) =
�
a1,a3
s.t. g(y1,a1,a3)=b1
PAi(a1b2a3|f1(y1)y2f3(a1, y1)). (5.21)
As this wiring respects the temporal order of the measurements, P˜ is a well-
behaved probability: if one treats (b1, b2) as a single output and (y1, y2) as the
input, one has
�
b1,b2
P˜ (b1b2|y1y2) = 1. But if one wants to interpret P˜ as
correlations obtained from a sequence of two measurements, one observes that
it is not clear that the causal independence relations are met, as�
b2
P˜ (b1b2|y1y2) =
�
a1,a3,b2
s.t. g(y1,a1,a3)=b1
PAi(a1b2a3|f1(y1)y2f3(a1, y1)) (5.22)
will in general depend on y2. Therefore, these correlations can no longer be
interpreted as the result of a sequential correlation experiment. Thus, a valid
wiring in a sequential correlation scenario must be built from wirings that use
only strictly successive measurements in the temporal order speciﬁed by the
scenario. This leads us to the following
Deﬁnition 11 (Sequential wiring). Let P be n-partite sequential correlations
with respect to s = (s1, . . . , sn). A sequential wiring for party Ai is speciﬁed
by l ∈ {1, . . . , si}, p ∈ {0, . . . , si − l + 1} and functions f1, . . . , fp, g and takes
P to the correlations P �. If one sets t = (s1, . . . , si−1, si − p + 1, si+1, . . . , sn)
and denotes the outputs and inputs for the wired correlations P � by
bj = (bj1, . . . , b
j
tj
) yj = (yj1, . . . , y
j
tj
) (5.23)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then P � is characterised by the probabilities
P �(b1 . . .bn|y1 . . .yn)
=
�
a1,...,ap
s.t. g(yil ,a1,...,ap)=b
i
l
P (b1 . . .bi−1b�bi+1 . . .bn|y1 . . .yi−1y�yi+1 . . .yn), (5.24)
where
b� = (bi1, . . . , b
i
l−1, a1, . . . , ap, b
i
l+1, . . . , b
i
ti) (5.25)
y� = (yi1, . . . , y
i
l−1, f1(y
i
l), f2(y
i
l , a1), . . . , fp(y
i
l , a1, . . . , ap−1), y
i
l+1, . . . , y
i
ti).
(5.26)
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We argued that this deﬁnition of a sequential wiring would again result in
n-partite sequential correlations. That this is indeed the case is easily seen by
the following
Proposition 5.1. The correlation P � from Deﬁnition 11 are sequential with
respect to t.
Proof. As the wiring only aﬀects party Ai, we only have to check the causal
independence conditions for the marginal distribution
P �Ai(b
i|yi) =
�
{bj |j �=i}
P �(b1 . . .bn|y1 . . .yn) (5.27)
=
�
a1,...,ap
s.t. g(yil ,a1,...,ap)=b
i
l
PAi(b
�|y�) (5.28)
with b� and y� as in the deﬁnition. We need to show that�
bim,...,b
i
ti
P �Ai(b
i|yi) independent of (yim, . . . , yiti) (5.29)
for 1 ≤ m ≤ ti. If m > l, then (5.29) obviously holds. Now, if m ≤ l, then
the condition in terms of the function g for the sum (5.28) is automatically
fulﬁlled and the fact that PAi is sequential implies the desired independence
relations.
Thus, as a sequential wiring results in correlations that are again sequential,
the above procedure can be successively applied, for the same or any other
party, to yield further wirings.
Motivated by Popescu’s result and the discussion of nonlocality as a resource
in Chapter 3 we also consider the operation of post-selections on sequential
correlations. Given the scenario, it is clear that one party can only post-select
on series of strictly successive measurements starting with its ﬁrst one.
Deﬁnition 12 (Sequential post-selection). Let P be n-partite sequential cor-
relations with respect to s = (s1, . . . , sn). Conditioning P by the j-th party on
its ﬁrst p outcomes to be (a�1, . . . , a�p) = a� given the settings (x�1, . . . , x�p) = x�
deﬁnes the post-selected correlations P �, where P � are n-partite sequential cor-
relations with respect to t = (s1, . . . , sj−1, sj − p, sj+1, . . . , sn) and the joint
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probabilities are given by
P �(a1 . . .an|x1 . . .xn)
=
1
Pj(a�|x�)P (a
1 . . .aj−1(a�,aj)aj+1 . . .an|x1 . . .xj−1(x�,xj)xj+1 . . .xn).
(5.30)
With post-selection and wirings deﬁned for sequential scenarios, we can now
deﬁne nonlocality for sequential correlations in operational terms.
Deﬁnition 13 (Nonlocality of sequential correlations). Let P be n-partite cor-
relations that are sequential with respect to s. The correlations P are called
sequentially local with respect to s, if every protocol applying sequential wirings
and sequential post-selection results in correlations that are local in the stan-
dard sense. Otherwise they are called sequentially nonlocal.
5.4. Local-causal models for sequential correlation
scenarios
We are now in a similar situation as in Chapter 3. Having deﬁned nonlocality
in operational terms for the given scenario, we want to construct local models
that are compatible with this operational deﬁnition. Let us recall the way the
standard notion of local hidden-variable models was derived. As explained in
Section 2.3, the theorem of Bell assumes a certain causal structure between the
hidden variable λ and the events of measurements x, y and outcomes a, b of
two separated parties to derive linear constraints, in the form of inequalities,
on the joint probabilities P (ab|xy).
Formally, a causal structure is a set of variables V and a set of ordered pairs
of distinct variables (x, a) determining that x is a direct cause of a relative
to V (Pearl, 2009; Spirtes et al., 2001). A convenient way to represent causal
structures is through directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), where every variable
x ∈ V is a vertex and every ordered pair (x, a) is represented by a directed
edge from x to a.
In the standard Bell scenario of two parties there are the observed variables
x, y, a, b and further the hidden variable λ, a common cause of both outputs a
and b. Thus, we arrive in this case at the causal structure presented in Fig. 5.3.
Another causal structure we have already encountered in Section 3.3 is the
one assumed by Svetlichny for his notion of bilocality, see Fig. 5.4. In this
case there are the observed variables x, y, z, a, b, c corresponding to the inputs
and outputs of the three parties and further the hidden variable λ, a common
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λ
a
x y
b
Figure 5.3.: Causal structure of the standard bipartite Bell scenario. The ob-
served variables are the inputs x, y of the two parties and their respective
outputs a and b; further a hidden variable λ is assumed as a common cause for
both a and b.
λ
x
a
y
b
z
c
Figure 5.4.: Causal structure underlying Svetlichny’s deﬁnition of bilocality
for tripartite nonsignalling correlations. The observed variables are the inputs
x, y, z of the three parties and their respective outputs a, b, c. Furthermore, the
hidden variable λ is a common cause of all three outputs and causal inﬂuences
from y to c and from z to b are allowed. A consistent model deﬁned on this
structure has to have a distribution pλ such that averaging over λ results in
tripartite nonsignalling correlations.
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x1 y1
b1
x2
a1a2
y2
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λ
Figure 5.5.: Causal structure for the bipartite sequential correlation scenario
with sequences of two measurements for each party. The observed variables
are the inputs x1, x2 of the ﬁrst party, the inputs y1, y2 of the second party
and the corresponding outputs a1, a2 and b1, b2. The ﬁrst output of one party
is determined by the ﬁrst input of that party and the hidden variable λ; the
second output depends on both inputs of the respective party and the hidden
variable λ.
cause for all three outputs. As discussed in Section 3.3, causal inﬂuence from
z to b and from y to c is allowed in Svetlichny’s models, given that the hidden
variable is distributed in such a way that after averaging over λ the joint prob-
abilities P (abc|xyz) are nonsignalling. However, we also showed that models
that require this ﬁne-tuning of the hidden variable to compensate the signalling
present on the level of λ lead to inconsistencies with the operational deﬁnition
of nonlocality. These inconsistencies led us to deﬁne time-ordered local models
in Section 3.4 and we could show that these models do not suﬀer from the
above mentioned inconsistencies.
We will now follow a rationale similar to the one that led us to the deﬁ-
nition of time-ordered local models when introducing the causal structure for
the scenario of sequential measurements. For deﬁniteness let start with the
simple case of two parties each performing a sequence of two measurements
before turning to the general deﬁnition. The observed variables in this case are
x1, x2, y1, y2, a1, a2, b1, b2, where xi and ai denote the i-th measurement setting
and i-th outcome for A, and yi and bi denote the i-th measurement setting and
i-th outcome for B; further, as we are interested in the formulation of local
models, we assume a hidden variable λ that is a common cause for all outputs.
Clearly, there are direct causal inﬂuences from xi to ai, from yi to bi and
from λ to all outputs. As we are treating the parties A and B as separated, we
exclude causal inﬂuences from inputs of one party to the outputs of the other.
Later measurement outcomes of one party, however, will in general depend on
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earlier settings or outcomes of that party. The response of one party for its
i-th measurement should depend only on the given hidden variable λ, the ﬁrst
i measurement settings and the ﬁrst i−1 measurement outcomes of that party.
The resulting causal structure is shown in Fig. 5.5. With the corresponding
structure for the case of n parties in mind, we can now deﬁne local-causal
models for sequential correlations.
Deﬁnition 14 (Local-causal models). Let P be an n-partite sequential corre-
lation with respect to s as in Deﬁnition 10, described by the joint probabilities
P (a1 . . .an|x1 . . .xn). P is said to have a local-causal model, if the probabilities
can be decomposed as
P (a1 . . .an|x1 . . .xn) =
�
λ
pλP
λ
1 (a
1|x1) . . . P λn (an|xn), (5.31)
where the positive weights pλ sum to unity and the conditional probabilities
P λi are sequential, i.e. for all λ and all i we have�
aij ,...,a
i
si
P λi (a
i
1 . . . a
i
si |xi1 . . . xisi) independent of (xij , . . . , xisi) (5.32)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ si.
Note, any collection of conditional probabilities {P λi |1 ≤ i ≤ n, λ ∈ Λ} fulﬁll-
ing the conditions of Eq. (5.32) deﬁnes via Eq. (5.31) valid n-partite sequential
correlations admitting a local-causal model for any distribution pλ of the hid-
den variable. Once we ﬁx the causal structure, expressed in the conditions
Eq. (5.32), no ﬁne-tuning of the the model parameter pλ is needed to obtain
correlations with the correct causal independence conditions. This is in stark
contrast to the situation of Svetlichny-bilocal models: there, the distribution
pλ of the hidden variable requires ﬁne-tuning to yield correlations fulﬁlling the
causal independence relations of the given scenario, namely that the resulting
correlations be tripartite nonsignalling.
The fact that the models deﬁned on the causal structure shown in Fig. 5.5 or,
in the general case of n parties, by the conditions of Eqs. (5.31) and (5.32) do
not require ﬁne-tuning makes them the natural choice to study nonlocality in
sequential scenarios. Indeed, one can easily see that such models are compatible
with the operational deﬁnition of sequential locality as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 13.
Proposition 5.2. Let P be n-partite sequential correlations admitting a local-
causal model with respect to s = (s1, . . . , sn), then the following holds:
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(i) All correlations obtained from P by post-selection admit a local-causal
model.
(ii) Any sequential wiring on P results in correlations that allow for a local-
causal model.
Proof. To show (i), one can basically employ the same proof as in Theorem 3.4.
We only need to consider post-selection on the ﬁrst measurement for one party,
as the resulting local-causal model will allow to obtain post-selections on more
outputs or by other parties by applying post-selection on the ﬁrst measurement
on the resulting correlations successively. So let the ﬁrst output of the i-th party
be a˜ given the setting x˜. The post-selected box P � is characterised by
P �(a1 . . .an|x1 . . .xn)
=
1
P (a˜|x˜)P (a
1 . . .ai−1(a˜,ai)ai+1 . . .an|x1 . . .xi−1(x˜,xi)xi+1 . . .xn), (5.33)
where
P (a˜|x˜)
=
�
{aj}
P (a1 . . .ai−1(a˜,ai)ai+1 . . .an|x1 . . .xi−1(x˜,xi)xi+1 . . .xn) (5.34)
is well deﬁned due to Eq. (5.32). As P is assumed to have a local-causal model
P =
�
λ
pλP
λ
1 . . . P
λ
n (5.35)
the marginal for a given λ of the ﬁrst output P λi (a˜|x˜) is well-deﬁned as well,
and we can deﬁne new weights
p�λ = pλ
P λi (a˜|x˜)
P (a˜|x˜) (5.36)
to get a local-causal model for P �
P � =
�
λ
p�λP
λ
1 . . . P
λ
i−1P
�λP λi+1 . . . P
λ
n , (5.37)
with respect to t = (s1, . . . , si−1, si − 1, si+1, . . . , sn) where the conditional
probability P �λ is the post-selection of P λi on (a˜|x˜), i.e.
P �λ(ai|xi) = 1
P λi (a˜|x˜)
P λi (a˜a
i|x˜xi). (5.38)
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To see (ii), just observe that in a local-causal model the correlations P λi appear-
ing in the decomposition are by deﬁnition sequential, i.e. there is no ﬁne-tuning
on the level of λ. Thus, by Proposition 5.1 the wiring can be applied for every
λ on the P λi to yield the local-causal model for the wired correlations.
The result of Popescu formulated in terms of local-causal models as presented
here then reads: Werner states of dimension d ≥ 5 give rise to sequential
correlations that do not admit a local-causal model with respect to s = (2, 2).
5.5. Detection of sequential nonlocality
With the local-causal models for sequential scenarios deﬁned, the question
naturally arises whether they allow to detect nonlocality of correlations in more
cases than would be possible using standard Bell tests and Popescu’s idea of
hidden nonlocality.
In other words, are there correlations that are local in the standard notion,
do not display hidden nonlocality, but nevertheless cannot be explained by a
model as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 14?
To give a ﬁrst answer to this question we will consider the simplest non-
trivial case of sequential measurements in a bipartite scenario, namely one
measurement for party A and a sequence of two measurements for B, where
for each measurement the respective party can choose from two settings yielding
one of two possible outcomes. We denote the outcomes of A and B by a, b1, b2 ∈
{0, 1} and the inputs by x, y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1} and consider the joint probabilities
P (ab1b2|xy1y2).
Let SeqLoc denote the set of sequential correlations P that admit a local-
causal model for the given scenario, i.e. for P ∈ SeqLoc we have
P (ab1b2|xy1y2) =
�
λ
pλP
λ
A(a|x)P λB(b1b2|y1y2) (5.39)
with �
b2
P λB(b1b2|y1y2) independent of y2. (5.40)
Further, let PostLoc denote the set of sequential correlations P that have a local
hidden-variable model with respect to A|B and whose post-selected correlations
are local as well, i.e. for P ∈ PostLoc we have
P (ab1b2|xy1y2) =
�
λ
pλP
λ
A(a|x)P λB(b1b2|y1y2) (5.41)
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and
P (ab2|xy2b1y1) =
�
λ
p
b1|y1
λ P
λ
A(a|x)P λB(b2|y2). (5.42)
Both SeqLoc and PostLoc are convex polytopes, that is compact convex
sets with a ﬁnite number of extreme points. By Proposition 5.2 correlations
from SeqLoc do not display hidden nonlocality, so that we have the inclusion
SeqLoc ⊆ PostLoc. Next we will show that this inclusion is in fact strict, i.e.
there are correlations P that are in PostLoc but not in SeqLoc.
In general a convex polytope can be either described by its extreme points
or equivalently by the set of facet-deﬁning half-spaces. These half-spaces are
given by linear inequalities
β(P ) =
�
a,b,c,x,y,z
βabc|xyzP (abc|xyz) ≤ 1. (5.43)
Using standard polytope software we fully characterized the polytope SeqLoc
in terms of its facet-deﬁning inequalities, see Appendix B for details. The
problem of deciding whether SeqLoc � PostLoc or SeqLoc = PostLoc can then
be cast into a set of linear programs maximising the inequalities of SeqLoc over
probability distributions from PostLoc.
As it turns out, the following facet deﬁning inequality of the polytope SeqLoc
β(P ) = −P (101|000) + P (101|100)− P (110|001)
+P (001|111) + P (011|110) + P (100|011)
+P (110|011) + P (110|101)− P (111|010)
+P (111|101) ≤ 1
(5.44)
can be violated by probability distributions from PostLoc:
βPostLoc = max
PostLoc
β(P ) =
3
2
, (5.45)
showing that SeqLoc � PostLoc. The correlations P ∗ ∈ PostLoc attaining the
maximum in Eq. (5.45) have by deﬁnition a standard local decomposition with
respect to A|B and do not display hidden nonlocality. However, the violation
of Eq. (5.44) by P ∗ demonstrates that these correlations cannot be explained
by a local-causal model for sequential correlations.
Now, as correlations from SeqLoc are known to be compatible with our op-
erational deﬁnition of sequential locality, the violation Eq. (5.45) raises the
question whether there is a sequential wiring that takes P ∗ to bipartite corre-
lations P � that are nonlocal in the standard sense. In fact, we can prove an
even stronger result.
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Theorem 5.3. Let P be bipartite sequential correlations with respect to the
sequence s = (1, 2), where each measurement has binary inputs and outputs.
Then P is sequentially local in the operational sense, if and only if P ∈ SeqLoc.
Proof. That P is compatible with the operational deﬁnition, if it has a local-
causal model, was shown in Proposition 5.2. To see the converse, consider P to
be compatible with the operational deﬁnition. We have that all post-selections
have a local model
P (ab2|xy2b1y1) =
�
λ
p
b1|y1
λ P
λ
A(a|x)P λB(b2|y2) (5.46)
for a, b1, b2 ∈ {−1, 1} and x, y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1}. Further, for all sequential wirings,
speciﬁed by functions f1, f2, g, the wired correlations
P �(ac|xz) =
�
b1,b2
s.t. g(y1,b1,b2)=c
P (ab1b2|xf1(z)f2(z, b1)) (5.47)
are local as well. The conditions Eqs. (5.46) and (5.47) are linear constraints
on the probabilities of P , so that we can deﬁne linear programs
β� = maximise β(P )
subject to P fulﬁls Eqs. (5.46) and (5.47),
(5.48)
for all facet deﬁning inequalities β of SeqLoc. In the present case of just one
measurement for A and two for B, these conditions are still tractable and the
linear programs can be solved using standard software. We ﬁnd
β� = max
SeqLoc
β(P ) (5.49)
for all facet deﬁning inequalities β of SeqLoc, which shows that the set of
correlations compatible with the operational deﬁnition of sequential nonlocality
is equal to SeqLoc.
So, for this simple scenario, where A performs a single measurement and B
a sequence of two with binary inputs and outputs for all of them, the local-
causal models exactly capture the operational deﬁnition of locality. Correla-
tions admitting a local-causal model are not only compatible with the allowed
sequential operations, but having such a model is equivalent to be sequentially
local in the operational sense.
This result together with the fact SeqLoc � PostLoc, shown above, implies
that apart from Popescu’s hidden nonlocality there is a new form of nonlocality
that can be revealed by studying correlations arising in scenarios of measure-
ment sequences. Formally stated we have the
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Theorem 5.4. In the bipartite sequential scenario with respect to s = (1, 2)
with binary inputs and outputs there exist correlations P ∈ PostLoc that are
nonlocal in the operational sense.
This is certainly a surprising result. There are correlations P that, when
seen as bipartite nonsignalling correlations, have a standard local model as in
Eq. (5.41) with respect to A|B and do not display hidden nonlocality, however,
they allow for the creation of nonlocal bipartite correlations by a local wiring
on B’s side.
Furthermore, the above result shows that all the diﬀerent manifestations
of nonlocality, be it the standard one, hidden nonlocality, or this new form
of sequential nonlocality, can be detected by using the facet inequalities of
SeqLoc. A violation of any of these inequalities certiﬁes the presence of one or
several forms of nonlocality. This simpliﬁes the analysis considerably. Instead
of having to check, for a given sequential correlation P , all post-selections and
all protocols involving post-selection and sequential wirings, one only needs to
check whether P satisﬁes all facet inequalities of SeqLoc to decide if P is local.
To summarise, we have introduced a framework for the study of nonlocal-
ity where the diﬀerent parties can perform sequences of measurements in each
round of the experiment. Given the importance of nonlocality as resource
for device-independent information processing we deﬁned nonlocality in opera-
tional terms. Furthermore, we showed that the resulting notion of nonlocality
not only contains the known notions of standard nonlocality and Popescu’s
hidden nonlocality as particular cases but also a new form of sequential nonlo-
cality. In the spirit of Bell’s local hidden-variable models we deﬁned local-causal
models for these generalised scenarios that capture the operational deﬁnition of
locality, which allowed us to give a full characterisation of the set of local corre-
lations for a simple sequential scenario. The same analysis can in principle be
applied to more complicated scenarios. However, for larger numbers of parties,
longer sequences or larger input and output alphabets the problem becomes
increasingly intractable. To conclude this chapter let us discuss some of the
most important open questions related to nonlocality in sequential correlation
scenarios.
One of the most interesting open question with respect to sequential nonlocal-
ity concerns the relationship between the set SeqLoc and the set of correlations
that are sequentially local in the operational sense. We know that having a
local-causal model implies being local in the operational sense, the converse,
however, remains an open problem in the case of more general scenarios.
Problem 1. Let P be n-partite correlations that are sequential with respect to
s = (s1, . . . , sn). Does P being sequentially local in the operational sense imply
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that P admits a local-causal model with respect to s?
Suppose a positive answer. Then, for any sequential correlation scenario, the
complicated set of operationally local correlations can be characterised by the
facet inequalities corresponding to the set SeqLoc and all types of nonlocality
for this scenario can be detected by these inequalities. If, however, the answer is
negative, then, for some scenario, there are sequential correlations that remain
local under all protocols involving wirings and post-selection while lacking a
local-causal model.
Another relevant open problem is related to the nonlocality displayed by
quantum states. Does this new form of nonlocality open the possibility to de-
tect more quantum states as nonlocal than would be possible with standard
Bell tests or using Popescu’s argument of hidden nonlocality? Due to the result
of Popescu (1995) we know that there are quantum states with a local hidden-
variable model for all projective measurements that display hidden nonlocality.
But are there quantum states that do not display hidden nonlocality in any
sequential scenario but nevertheless give rise to correlations that do not have
a local-causal model? If so, this would correspond to a new form of nonlo-
cality exhibited by quantum states going beyond both standard and hidden
nonlocality.
Note, however, that there is some ambiguity in the above question. To see
this, consider a scenario, where one party performs a sequence of three or more
measurements. Now, what exactly is meant when we say that the post-selection
on the ﬁrst outcome of that party should be local? Should it (i) just be local in
the standard sense, (ii) in the operational sense with respect to the two or more
remaining measurements of that party, or (iii) have a local-causal model for
the remaining measurements? In the light of the failure of standard locality for
sequential scenarios option (i) should be discarded; whether there is a diﬀerence
between (ii) and (iii) depends on the answer to Problem 1. Choosing option
(iii) one arrives at the following question that was also raised by Teufel et al.
(1997). For simplicity we formulate the problem in the bipartite case.
Problem 2. Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimensions. Is there
a quantum state � acting on H1 ⊗ H2 such that all correlations that can be
obtained from � by projective measurements on H1 and H2 respectively fulﬁl the
following?
(i) The correlations P obtained for rounds of single measurements have a
standard local model, i.e
P (ab|xy) =
�
λ
pλP
λ(a|x)P λ(b|y). (5.50)
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(ii) The sequential correlations P do not display hidden nonlocality, i.e. the
post-selected correlations
P �(a�b�|x�y�) = 1
P (a1b1|x1y1)P ((a1,a
�)(b1,b�)|(x1,x�)(y1,y�)) (5.51)
admit a local-causal model.
(iii) The full sequential correlations P do not admit a local-causal model.
Note that this problem is connected to the open question whether generalised
measurements in form of POVMs oﬀer an advantage over projective measure-
ments for detecting standard nonlocality of quantum states. A negative answer
to this last question together with a positive answer to Problem 1 implies a
negative answer to Problem 2. This can be seen as follows.
Proposition 5.5. Assume a positive answer to Problem 1 and further that
every quantum state � that has a standard local model for projective measure-
ments also has such a model for measurements given by POVMs. Then the
answer to Problem 2 is negative.
Proof. We want to show that under the given assumptions the conditions
(i),(ii), and (iii) of Problem 2 cannot be all satisﬁed. We assume (ii) and
(iii) and show a contradiction with (i). Assuming (iii) together with the posi-
tive answer to Problem 1 implies that there are sequential correlations obtained
from � that are sequentially nonlocal in the operational sense. Assuming (ii)
only leaves the possibility that there are sequential wirings taking the correla-
tions P to some bipartite nonlocal correlations. Applying such wirings on the
sequential correlations obtained from projective measurements, however, de-
ﬁnes eﬀective POVMs for both parties. Now, the assumption that POVMs do
not oﬀer any advantage over projections implies a contradiction with (i).
Popescu (1995) already mentioned that his argument using projective mea-
surements to reveal hidden nonlocality does not apply to the case of local
dimension d = 2. The states found by Gisin (1996) in dimension d = 2 do dis-
play hidden nonlocality when sequences of generalised measurements in form of
POVMs are applied, however, these states do not have a standard local model
for all measurements, but are only local in the sense that they do not violate
the CHSH inequality for rounds of single measurements.
Teufel et al. (1997) further presented states in dimension d ≥ 3 that fulﬁl
conditions (i) and (ii) of Problem 2, but they were not able to conclude whether
(iii) holds. Based on these ﬁndings and the conjecture that entanglement of
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a quantum state is equivalent to not having a local-causal model they also
proposed a scheme for the classiﬁcation of nonlocality. According to this scheme
the nonlocality of a quantum state is characterised by two natural numbers
�N,n�, the indices of nonlocality. The ﬁrst index N denotes the length of the
sequences of measurements necessary to reveal the nonlocality, i.e. the smallest
number such that the quantum state gives rise to correlations that do not have
a local-causal model with respect to s = (N,N). For instance, pure entangled
states have N = 1 and Werner states in dimension d ≥ 5 have N = 2; separable
states have N = ∞. If N < ∞, then the second index n denotes the smallest
value of N that can be attained by non-trivial measurements. For the case of
Werner states in dimension d ≥ 5 we have n = 1, as the post-measurement
state has N = 1. For states with N = ∞ the second index is deﬁned as the
minimal number of copies of the state needed to reveal its nonlocality.
Concerning the nonlocality within quantum theory the ultimate goal would
be to identify correlation scenarios in which any entangled state displays some
sort of non-classical behaviour. With sequential correlation scenarios we pre-
sented one possibility to study nonlocality in situations more general than the
standard Bell scenario and we further showed that a new form of nonlocality
can arise. A diﬀerent generalisation of the standard scenario was investigated
by Fritz (2012). Building on work from Branciard et al. (2012) he considers
scenarios with several sources producing physical systems, but no measurement
choice for the observers. Whereas every standard Bell scenario can be mapped
into such a generalised correlation scenario, most of these correlation scenarios
do not correspond to a standard Bell scenario. Fritz (2012) describes examples
of nonlocality in several of these generalised scenarios, while raising many open
questions at the same time.
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from local marginal distributions
In contrast to classical systems, multipartite quantum systems can be entangled
and exhibit nonlocal correlations. Beyond their fundamental interest, both
properties are resources for quantum information theory (Horodecki et al., 2009;
Barrett et al., 2005). It is thus a relevant question to understand the types
of quantum states and correlations that are possible in composite quantum
systems. This chapter investigates to what extent one can certify the presence
of an information resource of a physical system given only partial knowledge
of the global state of the system.
Clearly, if a global system does not contain any kind of information resource,
nor do its sub-parts. For the case of entanglement as an information resource,
it is known that the converse of this statement is in general not true: some
non-entangled reduced states are only compatible with global states that are
entangled. We extend this result to the case of nonlocality of correlations
and provide local marginal correlations that are only compatible with global
genuinely multipartite nonlocal correlations. Quantum nonlocality can thus be
deduced from the mere observation of local marginal correlations.
6.1. Compatibility conditions of subsystems
In a multipartite system, every subset of parties constitutes a proper system in
itself. The fact that these subsystems describe parts of the same total system
requires them to satisfy some compatibility conditions. For instance, a bipartite
quantum state �AB is compatible with being the reduced state of a tripartite
state �ABC if and only if �AB = trC(�ABC). While it is straightforward to
check whether some reduced states are compatible with a given global state, the
question becomes much more intricate when the global state is unknown and
one is interested in knowing whether there exists a quantum state compatible
with the given marginals. Finding the conditions for compatibility among
reduced quantum states that would guarantee the existence of such a global
state is known as the quantum marginal problem (Linden et al., 2002; Higuchi
et al., 2003; Klyachko, 2004; Hall, 2007). It is the quantum counterpart of
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the classical marginal problem, which is concerned with the compatibility of
marginal probability distributions.
The quantum marginal problem is trivial in the bipartite case: two reduced
states, �A and �B, are always compatible with the product bipartite quantum
state �AB = �A ⊗ �B. However, the situation becomes more interesting when
more than two parties are involved. For instance, it is well known that if two
parties share a maximally entangled state, then any tripartite quantum state
compatible with it must be such that the third party is uncorrelated to the ﬁrst
two. This phenomenon is known as the monogamy of entanglement (Coﬀman
et al., 2000; Koashi and Winter, 2004) and implies that a maximally entangled
state |φ+�AB is incompatible with any correlated state ρAC or ρBC . A simi-
lar property, known as the monogamy of nonlocality, is displayed by nonlocal
correlations (Barrett et al., 2005). Parts of a system can thus constrain the
set of possible global systems in ways that show up in other parts of the same
system.
In this chapter we are interested in the question of what can be inferred
about the correlations of a global state given only the knowledge of some of
its sub-parts. It is clear that if sub-parts of a system display entanglement or
nonlocality, so does the global system. However, is the converse also true? For
the case of entanglement it is known that the answer to this question is neg-
ative: there are separable states of two qubits that are only compatible with
entangled multipartite states (To´th et al., 2007, 2009). To show this, To´th
et al. (2007, 2009) used spin-squeezing-inequalities to detect entanglement and
found entangled multi-qubit states whose reduced two-qubit states are separa-
ble. As the entanglement criteria they use only rely on two-body correlations,
this demonstrates the existence of non-entangled reduced states that are only
compatible with entangled global states.
Here we pose a similar question with regard to nonsignalling correlations
described by a joint conditional probability distribution. Our goal, then, is
to see whether there are local marginal correlations that are only compatible
with multipartite nonlocal correlations. We show that this is indeed the case
and that, similarly to what happens with entanglement, nonlocality of mul-
tipartite correlations can be certiﬁed from marginal correlations that admit
a local description. We further provide a quantum state and corresponding
measurements that exhibit this type of correlations and also demonstrate that
the nonlocality present in the full correlations can be genuinely multipartite.
Concerning the question of certifying entanglement from separable marginals,
we further provide new examples of separable reduced states that are only
compatible with an entangled global state.
Our ﬁndings show how the compatibility conditions lead to non-trivial results
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even when acting on a priori useless marginals: it is possible to witness the
presence of useful correlations in the global system from useless reduced states.
6.2. Nonlocality from local marginals
As mentioned before in this thesis, nonlocality of quantum correlations repre-
sents a property inequivalent to entanglement and has been identiﬁed within
the paradigm of device-independent quantum information processing as an al-
ternative resource for quantum information protocols. Again, the correspond-
ing scenario consists of diﬀerent distant observers, each of which can input a
classical setting xi into his part of the system and obtain an output ai. The
correlations of the inputs and outputs are encapsulated in the joint conditional
probability distribution P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) that denotes the probability of
obtaining the outputs a1, . . . , an when inputs x1, . . . , xn are used.
In what follows, we consider a tripartite scenario where we denote the out-
comes of the diﬀerent parties as a, b, c and the inputs as x, y, z; each party
is assumed to be able to choose between two measurement settings, labelled
as 0 and 1, each of which can have two outcomes, −1 or 1. That is, for
x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} and a, b, c ∈ {−1, 1}, we are dealing with the joint conditional
probabilities P (abc|xyz). It is useful to consider the following parametrization
of the probabilities
P (abc|xyz) =1
8
[1 + a�Ax�+ b�By�+ c�Cz�
+ ab�AxBy�+ ac�AxCz�+ bc�ByCz�
+ abc�AxByCz�] ,
(6.1)
where �Ax� =
�
a aP (a|x) is the expectation value for the outcome of the ﬁrst
party A given input x, �AxBy� =
�
a,b abP (ab|xy) is the expectation value
for the product of the outcomes of A and B given the inputs x and y, and
accordingly for the other expressions.
Given the fact that entanglement can be deduced from the observation of
separable reduced states only (To´th et al., 2007, 2009), it seems natural to
ask whether one can infer that some tripartite correlations are nonlocal, only
from observation of local bipartite marginals. To answer this question in the
aﬃrmative one would need to ﬁnd three bipartite nonsignalling distributions
PAB, PAC , PBC that are local but such that any tripartite nonsignalling dis-
tribution PABC compatible with them is nonlocal. Being compatible in this
context means that PABC must have PAB, PAC , PBC as its marginal distribu-
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tions, i.e. one must have that�
c
PABC(abc|xyz) = PAB(ab|xy) (6.2)�
b
PABC(abc|xyz) = PAC(ac|xz) (6.3)�
a
PABC(abc|xyz) = PBC(bc|yz). (6.4)
Note, that the left hand sides of the above equations are deﬁned independently
of the third input, as PABC is assumed to be nonsignalling. In the following
we provide several instances of distributions satisfying these requirements.
First, let us consider the case where we ﬁx the one-party expectation values
as
�Ax� = �By� = �Cz� = 1
3
, x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} (6.5)
and the two-party expectation values as
�AxBy� = �AxCy� = �BxCy� =
�
+1 if x = y = 0,
−13 otherwise.
(6.6)
Clearly, these assignments deﬁne the three bipartite marginals unequivocally.
It is easy to see that these bipartite correlations fulﬁl all possible permutations
of the CHSH inequality (Clauser et al., 1969), that reads in correlator form for,
say, parties A and B
−2 ≤ �A0B0�+ �A0B1�+ �A1B0� − �A1B1� ≤ 2. (6.7)
As this is the only relevant Bell inequality for two parties with binary inputs
and outputs (Fine, 1982), it follows that the assignments of Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6)
deﬁne three local bipartite correlations.
However, only one tripartite nonsignalling distribution has (6.5) and (6.6)
as its marginals. To see this, consider any tripartite nonsignalling distribution
PABC that is compatible with the given marginals. The positivity constraints
PABC(abc|xyz) ≥ 0 together with the ﬁxed values for the one- and two-party
expectation values lead to lower bounds on �AxByCz� and −�AxByCz� that
uniquely determine the distribution PABC . As an example let us consider the
case of x = 0, y = z = 1. The positivity condition P (abc|011) ≥ 0 for all a, b, c
together with Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) then gives
1 +
1
3
(a+ b+ c)− 1
3
(ab+ ac+ bc) + abc�A0B1C1� ≥ 0. (6.8)
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The choices a, b, c = 1 and a, b, c = −1 then result in −1 ≤ �A0B1C1� ≤ −1.
Similar conditions can be obtained for the remaining input combinations that
ultimately only allow for the assignment
�AxByCz� =
�
+13 if x+ y + z ∈ {0, 1},
−1 otherwise. (6.9)
Equations (6.5), (6.6) and (6.9) deﬁne an extremal point of the tripartite non-
signalling polytope, the box number 29 in the classiﬁcation of Pironio et al.
(2011). This point is genuinely nonlocal as it violates a Svetlichny-Bell inequal-
ity (Pironio et al., 2011). Thus we found a collection of bipartite conditional
probabilities that are local, but only compatible with a unique genuinely tri-
partite nonlocal distribution.
While this ﬁrst example answers our original question, it is not entirely
satisfactory, as no measurements on a quantum system can achieve all bipartite
correlations of Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) at the same time. Indeed, the only possible
extension of these correlations, namely box 29 in Pironio et al. (2011), violates
the “Guess-Your-Neighbor-Input” inequality Almeida et al. (2010), which is
satisﬁed by quantum correlations.
Let us hence provide a general characterization of marginals that are only
compatible with nonlocal probability distributions. To this end, consider the
map Φ that projects a tripartite nonsignalling distribution PABC with binary
inputs and outputs to its three bipartite marginal distributions, i.e.
Φ : R2
6 � PABC �→ (PAB, PAC , PBC) ∈ R24 × R24 × R24 . (6.10)
Then we can deﬁne the set Π of bipartite marginal distributions with binary
inputs and outputs, that result from a tripartite local nonsignalling probability
distribution as
Π = {Φ(PABC)|PABC local}. (6.11)
Clearly, the set Π is convex and compact and has a ﬁnite number of extreme
points. It is therefore a convex polytope and can be described by a ﬁnite number
of inequalities that only involve the marginal distributions PAB, PAC , PBC . If
the bipartite marginal distribution of some tripartite nonsignalling correlations
violate any of these inequalities, then they cannot be compatible with a local
tripartite distribution. Thus, any extension of these marginal distributions to a
tripartite nonsignalling distribution must be a nonlocal tripartite distribution.
On the other hand, if some bipartite correlations satisfy all the inequalities
that deﬁne Π, then they are necessarily compatible with some tripartite local
correlations.
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By replacing in the deﬁnition of Π local with bilocal, one can in a simi-
lar manner check whether a collection of bipartite marginal distributions are
incompatible with a tripartite bilocal distribution using the polytope
Π� = {Φ(PABC)|PABC time-ordered bilocal}. (6.12)
Here we use the notion of time-ordered bilocal as introduced in Chapter 3.
Since the constraints of the polytope Π� are strictly weaker than those of Π,
one has Π ⊂ Π�. Any inequality satisﬁed by all points of Π� is thus also a valid
inequality for Π. An example of an inequality satisﬁed by Π� is given by
−�A0(1 +B0 +B1 + C0)�
−�A1(1 +B0 + C0 + C1)�
−�B0 + C0 +B0C0 +B1C1� ≤ 4.
(6.13)
Violation of this inequality implies that the correlations compatible with the
given marginals must be genuinely tripartite nonlocal. Now, this general char-
acterisation allows us to ﬁnd local bipartite marginal distributions that are
only compatible with nonlocal tripartite distributions, where the correlations
can be obtained by local measurements on a quantum state.
We choose the three-qubit state
�W (p) = p |W ��W |+ 1− p
8
I, (6.14)
where |W � = 1√
3
(|001�+ |010�+ |100�) and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, and measurement
settings for the parties A,B,C
A0 = cosασz + sinασx A1 = cosασz − sinασx
B0 = −σz B1 = cosβσz + sinβσx
C0 = −σz C1 = cosβσz − sinβσx.
(6.15)
For p > 0.9548, α = 3.6241 and β = 2.0221 the inequality Eq. (6.13) can be
violated.
On the other hand, the reduced states of two parties of �W (p) are all equal
and have the form
�red (p) =
2p
3
��ψ+��ψ+��+ p
3
|00��00|+ 1− p
4
I, (6.16)
where |ψ+� = 1/√2(|01�+ |10�). To see that these reduced states only give rise
to local correlations in the present scenario, one can use the criterion found by
Horodecki et al. (1995).
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Theorem 6.1 (Horodecki et al. (1995)). A two-qubit state � violates the CHSH
inequality for some measurements, if and only if M(�) > 1, where
M(�) = max
x,y
(�Tx�2 + �Ty�2), (6.17)
Tmn = tr(σm ⊗ σn�), and x, y are mutually orthogonal unit vectors in R3.
For the case �red(p) one ﬁnds M(�red(p)) < 1 for every 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Since the
CHSH inequality is the only relevant Bell inequality for the case of two parties
with binary inputs and outputs, this implies that in the considered scenario
all local measurements on �W (p) lead to correlations that have local bipartite
marginal distributions. Thus, in summary, we have obtained an example of
local quantum marginal correlations which are only compatible with genuine
tripartite nonlocal correlations. A stronger version of our result would consist in
ﬁnding a collection of reduced states that have a local hidden-variable model for
all measurements but whose correlations are at the same time only compatible
with global nonlocal correlations.
6.3. Entanglement from separable marginals
Regarding the problem of entanglement detection from separable marginals,
note that the global state of a system is known to be generally determinable
from its marginals, if one has the promise that the global state is pure. Indeed,
consider the bipartite marginals
�AB = �AC = �BC =
1
2
(|00��00|+ |11��11|) (6.18)
obtained from some three-qubit state �ABC . If the global state is a pure state
|Ψ��Ψ|, then it follows from its Schmidt-decomposition that it must be the
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state
|GHZ� = 1√
2
(|000�+ eiφ |111�). (6.19)
While these bipartite marginals are separable, the GHZ state is entangled and,
thus, observation of separable marginals in this case are only compatible with
an entangled pure state.
On the other hand, a suﬃciently large number of reduced states of a pure
state is almost always enough to uniquely determine the global state among
all (pure or mixed) states; with three qubits, the only exception consists of the
states that are equivalent under local unitaries to states of the form a |000� +
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b |111� (Linden et al., 2002). So, for all other pure entangled states whose
marginals are not entangled, entanglement in the global state can be deduced
from the observation of separable marginals.
Now, if the global state is not assumed to be pure, then the above analysis
immediately fails. For instance, the reduced states of the GHZ state are also
compatible with the three-party mixed state
�ABC =
1
2
(|000��000|+ |111��111|), (6.20)
which is separable. Thus, observation of these marginals without further knowl-
edge on the full state does not guarantee entanglement in the whole system.
Actually, this result applies to every graph state: for any such state there is
always a separable state that has the same two-body reductions (Gittsovich
et al., 2010). So no criterion relying on two-particle correlations can detect
graph state entanglement.
However, as mentioned before, it was shown that there are separable two-
qubit states that are only compatible (among all states) with an entangled
global state (To´th et al., 2009, 2007). Here, we present further examples of
this feature involving the reduced states of three-qubit states.
The starting point for our investigation is again a noisyW state. The reduced
states
�red (p) =
2p
3
��ψ+��ψ+��+ p
3
|00��00|+ 1− p
4
I, (6.21)
are separable for 0 ≤ p ≤ psep = 3/
�
1 + 2
√
5
�
. We are interested to see if there
exists a value of p with p ≤ psep such that every three-qubit state compatible
with these reductions must be entangled.
To this end, we will look for the maximal value of p such that every three-
qubit state having �red (p) as its reductions is not entangled. For simplicity, let
us relax this last constraint, allowing the three-qubit state to have a positive
partial transposition (PPT) instead of being separable (Peres, 1996). After
this relaxation, the maximal value of p corresponds to the solution p� of the
following semi-deﬁnite program (SDP):
p� = maximise p
subject to � � 0,
trX � = �red (p) for X = A,B,C
��X � 0 for X = A,B,C,
(6.22)
where ��X denotes the partial transposition of � with respect to the subsys-
tem X. Note that the normalization condition tr(�) = 1 is ensured by the
constraints on the bipartite marginals trX �.
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For every semi-deﬁnite program one can always deﬁne the dual problem,
which is a minimisation problem, if the primal is a maximisation or vice versa.
For the primal Eq. (6.22) the dual reads
d� = minimise
1
4
tr(µA + µB + µC)
subject to νX � 0,
tr [(µA + µB + µC)M ] ≤ −1,�
X
IX ⊗µX − ν�XX � 0.
(6.23)
where µX are 4× 4 matrices and νX are 8× 8 matrices; the expression IX ⊗µX
denotes the operator that acts as the identity on particle X and as µX on the
rest.
From weak duality one always has the relation d� ≥ p�; every feasible point
of the primal problem gives a lower bound p� ≤ p� and every feasible point of
the dual gives an upper bound d� ≥ d�.
Appendix C provides details of the semi-deﬁnite programs. There, we solve
the primal and dual problem and ﬁnd variables ρ, µX , νX that satisfy all the
constraints of Eqs. (6.22) and (6.23), while yielding the same bounds p� = d� =
3/2(2 +
√
17). Thus, we ﬁnd
p� = d� =
3
2
(2 +
√
17) (6.24)
as the solution of the optimisation problem. Hence, the reduced states �red(p)
of Eq. (6.16) with p� < p ≤ psep certify the presence of entanglement in the
global state despite being separable.
The above considerations can be generalised to the case of more than three
parties. Again, starting from the noisy W state of n qubits we found a similar
behaviour: one can choose separable two-party states that are only compatible
with an entangled global state of n qubits. In the case of n parties we start
from the state
�(n, p) = p |Wn��Wn|+ (1− p)
2n
I, (6.25)
where |Wn� = 1√n(|0 . . . 01� + |0 . . . 010� + . . . + |10 . . . 0�). In this case the
bipartite reduced states are given by
�red(n, p) =
2p
n
��ψ+��ψ+��+ p(n− 2)
n
|00��00|+ 1− p
4
I (6.26)
and they are separable for p ≤ psep = n/(4− n+ 2
√
n2 − 4n+ 8).
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n 3 4 5 6 7
p� 0.4899 0.6180 0.7464 0.8279 0.8787
psep 0.5482 0.7071 0.8050 0.8640 0.9009
Table 6.1.: Values of p� and psep for diﬀerent number n of parties; the two-
body reduced states �sep(n, p) are separable for p ≤ psep and p� is the solution
of the SDP (6.27). For all n there are p with p� < p ≤ psep showing that there
always is a collection of separable two-body states only compatible with an
entangled n-partite state.
The corresponding semi-deﬁnite program reads now
maximise p
subject to p ≥ 0, � � 0
tri1,...,in−2 � = �red (n, p)
��S � 0,
(6.27)
for all subsets {i1, . . . , in−2} of n− 2 elements of {1, . . . , n} and the condition
of positive partial transpose is imposed with respect to all possible partitions
of the n parties into two groups. As in the case of three parties we ﬁnd that
there is a range of the parameter p� < p ≤ psep such that separable bipartite
marginals allow for the certiﬁcation of entanglement in the global state. Ta-
ble 6.1 summarises our results for n ≤ 7. The behaviour of the gap psep − p�
for large n is not known, i.e. it is not clear whether the above result will hold
for arbitrary n.
To conclude, we have demonstrated how compatibility constraints among
marginal distributions allow one to certify the presence of nonlocal correla-
tions in a global state from marginals that can be explained by a local model.
In particular, we have provided examples of local bipartite marginals that are
only compatible with nonlocal probability distributions, and even with gen-
uinely tripartite nonlocal distributions. Furthermore, these correlations can be
obtained by local measurements on an entangled quantum state. This result re-
veals that local models reproducing some (local) bipartite marginal correlations
can be fundamentally incompatible with each other, since the full correlations
representing their joint behaviour admit no such model.
In addition, for the case of entanglement we have presented a collection of
three separable two-qubit states that are only compatible with an entangled
tripartite state; this result was further generalised to the case of more than
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three parties. From a general point of view, our work proves how compatibility
constraints lead to non-trivial results even when acting on separable or local
states.
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This thesis showed that at a full understanding of nonlocal and quantum corre-
lations requires to consider more general scenarios than the standard bipartite
case originally studied by Bell (1964). As nonlocality has been identiﬁed as
a resource for information processing, our goal was to characterise nonlocal
correlations in operational terms.
To deﬁne nonlocality as a resource in these more general situations we ﬁrst
studied correlation scenarios of an arbitrary number n of parties where the
individual parties can be grouped into any number of subgroups according to
some given partition of the n-partite system. We then identiﬁed the allowed
physical operations for this situation and deﬁned nonlocality as the resource
that cannot be created with these operations. While the resulting deﬁnition
of nonlocality coincides with the standard notion of nonlocality for a partition
into n groups, inconsistencies of standard local models with the operational
deﬁnition arise when considering partitions of the n parties into k < n groups,
as we demonstrated for the models of Svetlichny (1987). To overcome these
inconsistencies we introduced a new class of local models that are compatible
with our operational deﬁnition of nonlocality. However, whether the conditions
imposed by these models deﬁne the largest set of correlations compatible with
the operational deﬁnition remains an open problem.
The deﬁnition of quantum correlations is based on the abstract mathematical
formalism of quantum mechanics; in contrast to general nonsignalling correla-
tions or local correlations no physical principle is known that would characterise
the set of quantum correlations. In particular, no known principle can explain
why certain correlations cannot be realised by quantum means, even though
they respect the no-signalling principle. Recently, information-theoretic prin-
ciples were proposed as a possibility to provide such a general principle that
would single out the set of quantum correlations from the larger set of nonsig-
nalling correlations.
By building on results from the operational deﬁnition of nonlocality we could
show a fundamental limitation of this approach: no principle based on bipartite
information concepts is able to characterise the set of quantum correlations.
Using a special class of the models we introduced in Chapter 3 we identiﬁed
tripartite nonsignalling correlations that behave classically in every bipartite
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sense and, therefore, fulﬁl any bipartite information principle. As we have
shown, these correlations, though, lie outside the quantum set. Thus, truly
multipartite principles are required for the characterisation of quantum cor-
relations. The general question as to whether such a general principle exists
remains an open question and is the subject of ongoing research.
The only known way to generate nonlocal correlations consists in measuring
entangled quantum states. However, when considering correlation scenarios
with rounds of single measurements it is known that there are entangled states
resulting in local correlations for all measurements, as shown by Werner (1989)
for the case of projective measurements and by Barrett (2002) for generalised
measurements. Popescu (1995) showed that this gap between nonlocality and
entanglement can be narrowed, if one considers sequences of measurements
performed by each party. Motivated by this result of hidden nonlocality we
introduced a general framework for the study of nonlocality in sequential cor-
relation scenarios. Given its importance as a resource for quantum information
processing our goal was to deﬁne nonlocality in operational terms. To this end
we identiﬁed the allowed physical operations for scenarios of sequential mea-
surements and deﬁned nonlocality as the property of correlations that cannot be
created by these operations. To characterise the resulting notion of nonlocality
we introduced local-causal models in the spirit of Bell’s local hidden-variable
models (Bell, 1964); we showed that our models are compatible with the oper-
ational deﬁnition of nonlocality for every sequential correlation scenario. Our
approach allowed us to identity a new form of nonlocality, apart from the stan-
dard one and hidden nonlocality, that can be revealed in sequential correlation
scenarios.
Another diﬃculty concerning the detection of nonlocality or entanglement
arises when one only has partial knowledge of the total correlated system. In
particular, we studied the question as to whether the presence of nonlocal corre-
lations can be conﬁrmed by the observation of marginal correlations only, even
if these marginals are local. Obviously, this question has a negative answer for
the case of a global bipartite system; two given one-party marginals are always
compatible with the product distribution which is clearly local. However, such
a simple argument does not apply to the multipartite case. We answered the
above question for the case of more than two parties in the aﬃrmative by pro-
viding a collection of three bipartite local marginal distributions that we proved
to be only compatible with a genuine tripartite nonlocal distribution. Further-
more, we showed that correlations with these properties can be obtained by
local measurements on an entangled quantum state. Similarly, for the case of
entanglement we found collections of bipartite separable states that are only
compatible with an entangled global state. This shows that the information
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resources of nonlocality and entanglement in a large system can be detected
by measuring only small subsystems, even if these subsystems do not contain
the respective resource.
In summary, by extending the study of nonlocal correlations from the stan-
dard bipartite case to multipartite correlation networks this thesis provided
several insights for a better understanding of nonlocality, especially with re-
gard to its characterisation in operational terms. As we have seen, these results
also have implications for the task of describing quantum correlations by phys-
ical principles. Having said that, several questions remain open. For instance,
it is in general not known to what extent marginal correlations allow one to
determine global properties of the correlated system. Another open question
concerns the characterisation of quantum correlations by a general physical
principle. As we have seen, no principle based on bipartite concepts is suﬃ-
cient to single out quantum correlations from the larger set of nonsignalling
correlations. Interestingly, the mathematical tool we used to certify that there
are fully time-ordered bilocal correlations outside of the quantum set, the GYNI
inequality, is an example of an inequality derived from the principle of local or-
thogonality. This recently introduced principle is genuinely multipartite and in
several cases gives better bounds on the quantum set than any other principle
known to date (Fritz et al., 2012a,b).
To conclude, let us consider the two most important open problems related
to the work presented in this thesis. For one thing, there is the problem of
characterising the set of correlations that are operationally local. The other
question concerns the relation between entanglement and nonlocality of quan-
tum states.
Regarding the ﬁrst question, we have seen that in correlation scenarios with
rounds of single measurements the class of time-ordered local models consti-
tutes a set of correlation compatible with the operational deﬁnition of locality.
However, even for simple scenarios it is not known whether correlations ad-
mitting a time-ordered local model deﬁne the largest set compatible with the
operational deﬁnition. In the case of sequential measurements an analogous
question arises. There, we could show for the simplest non-trivial scenario
that for correlations being operationally local is equivalent to the existence of
a local-causal model. Though, in the general case it remains an open problem
whether these two notions are equivalent.
With respect to the relation between entanglement and nonlocality of quan-
tum states, the study of sequential correlation scenarios raises the question
under which conditions this new framework allows one to identify quantum
states as nonlocal that would seem local when only considering rounds of sin-
gle measurements or using Popescu’s argument of hidden nonlocality. As we
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have seen, the answer to this question is connected to the problem of whether
general measurements oﬀer an advantage over projective measurements for the
veriﬁcation of nonlocal correlations. Ultimately, as quantum entanglement is
at the heart of all observed nonlocal correlations, intuitively every entangled
state should reveal non-classical correlations in some sense. To formalise this
‘in some sense’ one needs to go beyond the standard Bell scenario, and prob-
ably also beyond the scenarios presented in this thesis. An exciting idea is to
investigate scenarios with several sources of hidden variables, as in the work
by Fritz (2012), for the case of sequential measurements.
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A. Solution of the linear program from
Section 4.3
This appendix presents the solution of the linear program we encountered in
Section 4.3. This solution also constitutes the tripartite time-ordered local
distribution whose existence we claimed in the proof of Proposition 3.5.
Let us turn to the solution of the linear program from Section 4.3. In
Eq. (4.13) the problem was given as
β� = maximize β(P )
subject to P fully time-ordered bilocal,
(A.1)
where β is the “Guess Your Neighbor’s Input” (GYNI) expression (Almeida
et al., 2010)
β(P ) = P (000|000) + P (110|011) + P (011|101) + P (101|110). (A.2)
P being fully time-ordered bilocal means that P can be decomposed as
P (a1a2a3|x1x2x3) =
�
λ
p
i|jk
λ P
λ
i (ai|xi)P λj→k(ajak|xjxk)
=
�
λ
p
i|jk
λ P
λ
i (ai|xi, )P λj←k(ajak|xjxk)
(A.3)
for (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2), with the distributions P λj→k and P
λ
j←k
obeying the conditions�
ak
P λj→k(ajak|xjxk) = P λj→k(aj |xj), (A.4)�
aj
P λj←k(ajak|xjxk) = P λj←k(ak|xk). (A.5)
To solve the linear program of Eq. (A.1) one has to list all deterministic
strategies of the type (A.3) fulﬁlling the conditions (A.4) and (A.5) for all
three bipartitions. Then, the maximisation can be eﬃciently solved by varying
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the corresponding weights p
i|jk
λ for (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2) using
standard software (Lo¨fberg, 2004).
Let us now present a tripartite distribution P fulﬁlling all constraints of the
linear program and obtaining the maximal value of β(P ) = 7/6. To simplify
notation, let us switch from (a1a2a3) to (abc); and from (x1x2x3), to (xyz).
Now, consider the tripartite nonsignalling distribution P characterised by the
probabilities P (abc|xyz) shown in Table A.1.
000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
000 2/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/3
001 1/3 1/3 0 0 0 0 1/6 1/6
010 1/3 0 1/3 0 0 1/6 0 1/6
011 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 0 1/6 1/6 0
100 1/3 0 0 1/6 1/3 0 0 1/6
101 1/6 1/6 0 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 0
110 1/6 0 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 0
111 0 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 0
Table A.1.: Probabilities P (abc|xyz) attaining the maximum of 7/6 for the op-
timisation problem Eq. (A.1), where the rows correspond to the inputs xyz
and the columns to the outputs abc.
The value of the “Guess Your Neighbor’s Input” expression for P equals
β(P ) =
2
3
+
1
6
+
1
6
+
1
6
=
7
6
> 1, (A.6)
and thus the correlations of P cannot be obtained by local measurements on
a quantum system. To see that P belongs to the set of correlations with
a fully time-ordered bilocal model, ﬁrst notice that P (abc|xyz) is invariant
under permutations of the three parties. It is therefore enough to show that it
admits a decomposition of the form Eq. (4.9) for the partition A|BC. Along
this bipartition, probability distributions appearing in the decomposition (4.9)
are such that the outcome a only depends on the measurement choice x for
every given λ; let ax denote this outcome for x = 0, 1. Conditions (A.4) and
(A.5) tell us that for every λ the marginal PB→C(b|y, λ) is independent of z,
and the marginal PB←C(c|z, λ) is independent of y. Thus, for B → C we have
that b depends on y and c depends on both z and y. The possible outcomes
will then be denoted by, cyz. Similarly, for B ← C, the possible outcomes are
byz, cz.
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λ pλ a0 a1 b0 b1 c00 c01 c10 c11
1 1/12 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
2 1/12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3 1/12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 1/12 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
5 1/12 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
6 1/12 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
7 1/12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1/12 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
9 1/6 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
10 1/6 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
Table A.2.: Decomposition of the probabilities from Table A.1 into determin-
istic probabibility distributions characterized by outcome assignments for the
bipartition A|BC in the case A|B → C. For every λ the outcome a only
depends on x, and b only depends on y.
λ pλ a0 a1 b00 b01 b10 b11 c0 c1
1 1/12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2 1/12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3 1/12 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
4 1/12 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
5 1/12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1/12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
7 1/12 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
8 1/12 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
9 1/6 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
10 1/6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
Table A.3.: Decomposition of the probabilities from Table A.1 into determin-
istic probabibility distributions characterized by outcome assignments for the
bipartition A|BC in the case A|B ← C. For every λ the outcome a only
depends on x, and c only depends on z.
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A. Solution of the linear program from Section 4.3
Tables A.2 and A.3 contain the output assignments corresponding to deter-
ministic probability distributions together with the weights pλ for A|B → C
and A|B ← C, respectively. Note that, in agreement with Eq. (4.9), the
outcome assignments for A and the weights pλ are the same for both decom-
positions.
As both tables indeed reproduce P (abc|xyz), the tripartite box P belongs
to the set of correlations admitting a fully time-ordered bilocal model. Fur-
thermore, as this decomposition is obviously time-ordered bilocal with respect
to the partition A|BC, P also constitutes the promised tripartite time-ordered
correlations we used in the proof of Proposition 3.5.
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B. Inequalities of SeqLoc
This appendix contains the classiﬁcation of the facet inequalities of the polytope
SeqLoc for the scenario discussed in Section 5.5.
We consider a bipartite scenario where A performs a single measurement
and B a sequence of two measurements per round; both inputs and outputs
are binary for all measurements. Thus, if P ∈ SeqLoc for this scenario, it can
be decomposed as
P (ab1b2|xy1y2) =
�
λ
pλP
λ
A(a|x)P λB(b1b2|y1y2) (B.1)
with �
b2
P λB(b1b2|y1y2) independent of y2. (B.2)
To ﬁnd the facet inequalities of the polytope SeqLoc one generates all the
deterministic points P λA(a|x)P λB(b1b2|y1y2) that fulﬁl the condition of Eq. (B.2).
Given these extremal points as input one can use standard polytope software
to obtain all facet deﬁning inequalities. The inequalities for this scenario can
be classiﬁed into three groups.
Marginals correlations The ﬁrst group consists of inequalities that only in-
volve one of the marginal distributions P (ab1|xy1) or P (ab2|xy1y2). For the
marginal P (ab1|xy1) the inequalities are equivalent to the CHSH inequalities
(up to relabelling of inputs and outputs or interchanging the parties), i.e. we
have
P (a = b1|00) + P (a = b1|01) + P (a = b1|10) + P (a �= b1|11) ≤ 3 (B.3)
and all its symmetries. In the case of the marginal distribution P (a1b2|x1y1y2)
the inequalities are again equivalent to the CHSH inequality, but now B can
choose among the four diﬀerent inputs (y1, y2). This corresponds to a lifted
version of the CHSH inequalitiy (Pironio, 2005), i.e. we have in this case the
inequality
P (a = b2|000) + P (a = b2|011) + P (a = b2|100) + P (a �= b1|111) ≤ 3. (B.4)
and also all its symmetries.
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Post-selected correlations The second group comprises facet inequalities in-
volving the post-selected correlations P (ab2|xy2b1y1). They are again equiva-
lent to the CHSH inequality, i.e. we have for every pair (b1, y1) the inequality
P (a = b2|00, b1y1) + P (a = b2|01, b1y1)
+ P (a = b2|10, b1y1) + P (a �= b2|11, b1y1) ≤ 3 (B.5)
plus symmetries.
Full correlations The last groups consists of inequalities that involve the full
probability distribution P (ab1b2|xy1y2). In this case we have, again up to
symmetries, the inequality
−P (101|000) + P (101|100)− P (110|001)
+P (001|111) + P (011|110) + P (100|011)
+P (110|011) + P (110|101)− P (111|010)
+P (111|101) ≤ 1.
(B.6)
Note, the inequalities from the ﬁrst group correspond to the condition of
standard locality between the parties A and B, the ones from the second group
guarantee that P does not display hidden nonlocality. The last group contains
the inequalities that allowed us to detect the new form of sequential nonlocality
as discussed in Section 5.5.
As mentioned before, the analysis of the situation of sequential measurements
presented above can in principle be generalised to longer sequences. However,
when increasing the the length of the sequences or the number of inputs and
outputs the problem becomes increasingly intractable. In the following we show
how an inequality from the third group can be lifted to the case of sequences
of two measurements for both A and B.
To this end it is useful to change notation; we now denote the outputs that
take values in {−1, 1} by (abc) and write (xyz) for (xy1y2). Now, consider the
following parametrisation of the joint probability distribution:
P (abc|xyz) =1
8
[1 + a�Ax�+ b�By�+ c�Cyz�
+ ab�AxBy�+ ac�AxCyz�+ bc�ByCyz�
+ abc�AxByCyz�] ,
(B.7)
where �Ax� = P (a = 1|x)−P (a = −1|x) is the expectation value of the outcome
for party A given input x; �AxCyz� = P (ac = 1|xyz)− P (ac = −1|xyz) is the
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expectation value of the product of the outcome of A and the second outcome
of B given the inputs x, y, z, and so on.
If one deﬁnes the following linear combinations of correlators
B =
1
2
[(1 +B0)C01 − (1−B0)C00] (B.8)
B� =
1
2
[(1−B1)C11 + (1 +B1)C10] , (B.9)
the inequality (B.6) that can be violated with probability distributions from
PostLoc can be written in the compact form
�A0(B −B�)−A1(B +B�)� ≤ 2. (B.10)
This expression formally looks like the CHSH inequality. Now consider the
situation where also A performs a second measurement choosing a setting w ∈
{0, 1} and obtaining an outcome d ∈ {−1, 1}; the correlators corresponding to
the second measurement of A are denoted by Dxw. Replacing A0 and A1 in
(B.10) with combinations of correlators similar to (B.8) and (B.9), i.e.
A =
1
2
[(1 +A0)D01 − (1−A0)D00] (B.11)
A� =
1
2
[(1−A1)D11 + (1 +A1)D10] , (B.12)
one obtains as a facet deﬁning inequality for this scenario
�A(B −B�)−A�(B +B�)� ≤ 2. (B.13)
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C. Semi-deﬁnite programs
This appendix provides some general background on semi-deﬁnite programs
and contains the details of the solution of the SDPs Eqs. (6.22) and (6.23)
from Chapter 6.
C.1. Primal and dual of a semi-deﬁnite program
A semi-deﬁnite program (SDP) is a special class of convex optimisation prob-
lems (see e.g. Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004). LetMn denote the space of n×n
matrices. A standard form SDP has linear constraints in form of equalities and
a constraint of positive semi-deﬁniteness for the variable X ∈Mn:
p� = maximise �C,X�
subject to �Ai, X� = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
X � 0,
(C.1)
where C,A1, . . . , Am ∈ Mn and �A,B� = tr(A�B) the inner product on Mn;
note that every linear functional onMn can be written as X �→ �C,X� for some
C ∈Mn.
One can write the above problem as an unconstrained one by introducing
the Langragian
L(X, ν, Y ) = �C,X�+
�
i
νi(bi − �Ai, X�) + �Y,X�, (C.2)
where ν ∈ Rm . Then the above maximisation can be expressed as
p� = max
X
min
Y�0
L(X, ν, Y ). (C.3)
The dual problem of Eq. (C.1) is then deﬁnied as
d� = min
ν,Y�0
max
X
L(X, ν, Y ), (C.4)
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where the minimax inequality immediately implies weak duality p� ≤ d�. Mak-
ing the constraints explicit, one has the following form for the dual problem
d� = minimise ν�b
subject to
�
i
νiAi − C � 0, (C.5)
which again is a SDP.
C.2. Solution of the SDPs from Chapter 6
Let us now turn to the SDPs encountered in Chapter 6. The primal problem
Eq. (6.22) was given as
p� = maximise p
subject to � � 0,
trX � = �red (p) for X = A,B,C
��X � 0 for X = A,B,C,
(C.6)
with the reduced state
�red (p) =
2p
3
��ψ+��ψ+��+ p
3
|00��00|+ 1− p
4
I . (C.7)
After introducing the dual variables µ = (µA, µB, µC) and ν = (νA, νB, νC) the
Langragian for this problem is
L(�, p, µ, ν)
=
1
4
�
X
�µX , I�+ 1
4
p(1 +
�
X
�µX ,M�) +
�
X
�νX , ��X � − �µX , trX ��
(C.8)
=
1
4
�
X
�µX , I�+ 1
4
p(1 +
�
X
�µX ,M�) +
�
X
�ν�XX − IX ⊗µX , ��, (C.9)
where µX ∈ R4×4, νX ∈ R8×8 with νX � 0 for X = A,B,C and
M =
2
3
��ψ+��ψ+��+ 1
3
|00��00| − 1
4
I . (C.10)
The expression IX ⊗µX denotes the operator that acts as the identity on the
factor X and as µX on the rest.
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Let us consider the maximisation of L(�, p, µ, ν) over � and p term by term.
The ﬁrst term is independent of both � and p and corresponds to the objective
function of the dual problem. For the second term we have
max
p≥0
1
4
p(1 +
�
X
�µX ,M�) =
�
0 if
�
X�µX ,M� ≤ −1
∞ otherwise, (C.11)
whereas the last term gives
max
��0
tr �=1
�
X
�ν�XX − IX ⊗µX , �� =
�
0 if
�
X(IX ⊗µX − ν�XX ) � 0
∞ otherwise. (C.12)
Thus, the dual problem of Eq. (C.6) can be expressed as
d� = minimise
1
4
tr(µA + µB + µC)
subject to νX � 0,
tr [(µA + µB + µC)M ] ≤ −1,�
X
IX ⊗µX − ν�XX � 0.
(C.13)
From weak duality one always has d� ≥ p�. Every feasible point for the
primal problem gives a lower bound p� ≤ p� and every dual feasible point gives
an upper bound d� ≥ d�. In what follows we provide a choice of the variables
�, µX , νX that satisfy all the constraints of Eq. (C.6) and Eq. (C.13) while
yielding the same bounds d� = p�, we thus have strong duality p� = d�, where
p� = d� =
3
2 +
√
17
. (C.14)
The density matrix � that attains the maximum of Eq. (C.6) is
� =
p�
2
�|W ��W |+ ��W��W ���+ 3(1− p�)
4
σ
+
p�
6
|000��000|+ 3− 5p
�
12
|111��111|
(C.15)
with ��W� = 1√
3
(|011�+ |101�+ |110�) , (C.16)
σ =
1
3
(|001��001|+ |010��010|+ |100��100|) . (C.17)
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The optimum of Eq. (C.13) can be attained with µA = µB = µC = µ, where,
with respect to the basis {|00� , |01� , |10� , |11�},
µ =

a 0 0 0
0 b c 0
0 c b 0
0 0 0 d
 (C.18)
and
a =
p�
2
(1 +
5
3
√
17
), b =
p�
12
(1−
√
17),
c =
p�
6
(1 +
11√
17
), d = p�(
2
3
+
2√
17
).
(C.19)
In the basis {|000� , |001� , |010� , |011� , |100� , |101� , |110� , |111�} the matrix νA
reads
νA =

a 0 0 0 0 a a 0
0 b b 0 0 0 0 c
0 b b 0 0 0 0 c
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 0 d e 0
a 0 0 0 0 e d 0
0 c c 0 0 0 0 f

, (C.20)
a =
p�
4
(1 +
5
3
√
17
), b = −p�(1
3
− 1√
17
),
c = p�
4
3
√
17
, d = −p
�
2
(
3
5
− 1
3
√
17
),
e =
p�
4
(
1
5
− 7
3
√
17
), f = −2p�(1
3
+
1√
17
).
(C.21)
The matrices νB and νC can be obtained from νA by interchanging the role of
A with B or C respectively.
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